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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH ANNUAL ME/INPING OTHE NATIONAL COUNCIL (:1F PRIMARY EDUCATION.

'chairman: lia victoria itobbt:. utlivcrmi of missoart, eoltunhia, NI°._4 d visor y Commit tar:
Ma -Von Stone Harris, super\ 'stir primary education, Pittsburgh, Pa. 0Marlon S. Hattclol, supervisor Linden:oriel' nnd primary grades, Rich-mouth Vu.
11ilibe E. Attire, Teachers College, Columbia Universit y, New York, N. Y. .

The National Council of hintary Education held its fourttli annualmeeting in the red room of Hotel La Salle, Chicago, 9.30 a: m.,(Tuesday, February 25. 1919,with the chairman.presiding:The ClIAIRM. s. The Primary Council is very happy indeed towelcome this at lie, his morning. This is our fourth birthday,and we are glad have so many people come to help us celebrate.To those of you who are not yet well acquainted with the PringaryCouncil, perhaps a word as to the things we are trying to do will beof interest. In our constitution the purpose is stated as threefold:First, a greater use of activities in the primary school ; second, greateFfreedom of method for the teacher; and third,..a closer correlation,in fact. a unification, of the work now done in the kindergarten and
primary schools. We feel that the work of early education is onework, aml, that there should be no break, either in the form or theatmosphere, and that the children should feel no-difference in thetransition. There Mould not be the possibility of going out of thewarm, eteery. happy period' of a kindergarten into a cold,' frozenatmosphere in a primary school that greet's the childwith stiff rowsof hard wood and iron seats and says to him, "Sit still, fold
hands, forget that you are anything but a part of that desk, and dowhat. you are told."

In this period of. transition through which we are passing, besetby all the various forms of unrest that are calling for such seriopsthought, it. behooves .us to look back to the real source, to seekcauses, and I am inclined to think we do not go far enough back in
looking for causes. 'We have said-7p have not_said itiquite so'frequently in the: past few years, an yet the mass of our ',applestill say " Oh, anyboily can teach a primary schotd. AtfyrodylYes, any)pdy at any price can, teach a primary school. It may takebrains And training to teach higher up,-. but anybody can teachlittle children to read. That is east, and that is all they need to
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6 r NATIONAL COUNCIL OF PRIMARY EDUCATION.

do." But as the twig is bent, so the tree is inclined, and I am in-
clined to think that the bending of the mental attitude comes very
early in life. It behooves us to pay most particular attention to the
atmosphere of the school, to lento (town to the world of the little

- children and find out how they live and hog' we are teaching them and
what they are really getting out of the school. We flatter ourselves
sometimes that we have accomplished great things because we are
getting tangible results, but the method by which we get those tangi-
ble results is most important. We need to know what is actually
going on in the school, what the children are thinking about, how
they are responding. This morning we shall discuss those questions
in a very practical way.

Before we take up the work of the morning there is one report
which Jam sorry to make: Last year the first, speaker on our pro-
gram was Miss Jennie R. Faddis, who has since then. in Noi-einher
last, passed onto the other side. The work that she did fo little-
children was conspicuous, and I think it only fitting that we Should
pause for a few minutes and pay tribute to her memory. Mrs. Br:hi-
ford, of Kenosha, will speak for her.

JENNIE REBECCA FAMES.

. Mrs. BRADFORD. On the 23d of November, 1918, in ilinneapolis,
occurred the death of one of our leaders in the field of mlergarten
and primary education, Miss .Tennie Rebecca Faddis, assistant super--
intendant of schools of St. Paul, Minn.

Her' last contribution to the program of this council was iad..
at Atlantic City a year ago.

The real significance of her loss cart only be appreciated by those
who knew of Miss. Faddis's work and worth and -"who sympathized
with her T-iews on child training. It is they who will realize how
great a loss the teaching profession has suffered through her un-
timely death and how great is the loss to childhoodlif this wise.
fearless, consecrated champion of their cause.

A brief account of her work will appear in the Kindergarten
and Fkst Grade Magazine for March.

These chartitterisfics marked her service wherever the field was:
*Fier love of little children, not eff;isive or sentimental,bilt trenuine

and wise, and demonstratetl by her unobtrusive, untiring self-
sacrifice for theis welfare; her anxiety to make the lives of teachers
richer, to help theni to be more, that they might do more; her great
love of nature and her unique methods 'of getting others interested'
in it, and her indefatigable efforts to that end.

One who spoke at her funeral said of her work in Butte, Mont.:
As many people know, Butte Is a mining town where the entire face of the

country is blaekanO seared.wIth..the fumes Of the copper smelters; where few
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of the ordinary beauties of nature as we know them are to be found. Intothis atmosphere canto Miss Faddis in the fail of 1914.
Soon tier love of nature, second only to her ineffable love of children. madeitself felt. She would gather around her little bands of children and go outinto the bills where she would explain to them the beauties. meager though theywere. that' were to be found among the grasses and vegetation. She taughtthem to Value dowers and how to plaid and care for them
Now, if you will go into Butte and inquire regarding Miss Faddis, they wilttake you to smic toor miner's cottage, and point out w 3.0 a bed fi pansies ornnslurttams.
The bleakness is gone from many homes of the poor of Butte: little eltildrenare happier, the world is abetter place.

Other similar tributes front associates it other places testify tothe same strung, beautiful, beneficient influence. My acquaintancewith Miss Faddis extended through a period of 24 years, in 12 ofwhich we were intimately associated as fellow workers in a Wisconsin
State normal school.

I t will not be difficult for those who appreciate such a character asMiss Faddis's, and who likewise possess it knowledge of conditions
31S they too frequently are in the administrative departments of our
schools, to understand how it would affect this sincere, honest soul tofind political expediency or self-interest put above the supreme rightsof children; to understand how the shortsighted withholding of sup-port and sympathy for needed educational neasure would harass

'her; to understand. how it might be possible for her superiors inoffice. to fail in appreciation of her exceptional value as a lender andteacher.
" Worn out," was the simple diagnosis given by her last physician.Worn out in the cause of humanity ! but it should not have been sosoon. Society needs just such heroic souls as hers to carry on thefight. and to help hasten the coming of the better day.
The CUAIRMAN. Last year, at our meeting in Atlantic City, wediAssed the " Between Recitation Period,""the activities of the time

between the periods when the teacher is definitely diroling the workof the class. We talked last year about how that period should beoccupled: As an outgrowth of the discussion there came a call for adefinite statement as to the furnishings of the primary school. Whatsort of furnishings should it have, what sort of equipment should ithave in order to provide right environment in the schoOlroom thatwe might stimulate the children.in the right, direction? A committeewas appointed to discover what is the best practice and what theleaders in progressive movements. consider adequate furnishings fora good primary room. Miss race Day, of Teachers College, will re.-port. for that committee in the absence of her sister, who is its chair-man, but is ill to-day.
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TENTATIVE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATE
FURNISPHINGS FOR THE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND DESIRABLE
NUMBER OF PUPILS PER TEACHER.

Presented by Miss Grace A. Day, in the Absence of Her Sister, Miss Abbie
Louise Day, Chairman of the Committee.

Althoughlyour committee has made but a mete beginning, a sum-
mary of the work at this stage proves most interesting. The follow-
tilg letter and questionnaire were sent to 105 educators throughout
the United States. Seventy-four replies were received in time to be
tabulated in our report. Ten mere have reached us since this tabula-
tion. Such a response is most gratifying, for it sounds as if the
leading educators of the country are very much interested in assiQt-
ing in this study.

[LETTER.]

DEAR

Please give us the benefit of your .candid opinion In regard to these two
matters which we consider of such vital importance to all primary teachers and
pupils.

Perhaps you can collect and voice the convictions of the best kindergarten
and primary teachers with whom you are in contact and thus add weight to
their'expression by sending them in under your signature, including theirs as
well, if you like.

I should like to have all dt4a at hand by February 14, as we must sum-
marize them for the- meeting in Chicago, February 24; so kindly fill out and
return the accompanyjnyleet at once.

. Help the good work I mtg.

QUESTIONNAIRE.

The National Council of Primary Education has appointed our committee
to ascertain from leading educators and supervisors throughout the country an
expression of opinion concerning

(.1) The I amber of pupils that the primary teacher can teach successfully.
':(2) A statement as 'to the proper equipment and furnishings for a .primary
room.

Will you kindly give us, on the appended slip, your immediate reply concern-
ing the two items? .

At the annual meeting of the National Council of Primary Education, held
at Atlantic City In February, 1018, it was the consensus of -opipion of those
present that we need to make very radical changes in the furnishing and equip-

'meat of schoolrooms if we are to have truly socialized. and motivated work.
Also, the council was unanimous in asserting theft the primary teacher, more
than any other, should have only a limited number of children put under her
charge If she is to lay a proper foundation for.their education and isto pro-
mote a greater..numbet,pf well- prepared children. ,In the first grade, where
the child has not yet learned to. study independently nor to use hooka and
where frequently he does not know the English language, teal instruction can
not be given to 40 or 50 children, and attention to individual needs knd to
all-round development is Impossible.



SCHOOL FURNISHINGSPUPILS PER TEACHER. 9
We must cooperate if we are to bring about better conditions and betterwork. You can help. Plena Jul down .your ideas concerning these two mat-ters at once and return the accdmpanying slip, signed, to MissVery truly, sours,

Anna. DOUISE DAY,
,txrristant Superintendent, Pa-ssaic. N. J. Chairman.

GAIL CALIIIIITON,
Primary Supertisor, Fort Wayne, Ind.

31AREC C. BRAGG,
Assistant Superintendent, Newton, M(188.The following Is merely suggestive, not final: 4

I believe. t o ob.ain the best results
Replies, 71.) Classes sherd I contain the follrire.; number of pupils per :Cumber suggested is replies.teacher:

'Reim um . Marim m Median.1. Kindergarten; .... to children 8-10 30-40 1 ii6-30 r X2. First grade, .... to .... children 10-15 .7)-60 t 50-30 1..4. Second grade, .... to .... children 13-45 30-60 t 85-35 8.4, Third grade, .... to .... children 15-80 300 t e5-35 3.(2) Primary classroonu should be furnished with ut least the following equipment
e.ithin the room (this list is merely to stir-Mate your ideas. Chock thieeapprove'! of. Write your additional suggestions and comments on tho back of Repliesthis sheet):

- received.I. Cupboard shelf spaca (below t feet), 'fly li by 9 inches for each child in

Number
eating

yes.

the class
71 592. Additional shelf srace for general materials, 30 feet by IA Inches 74 69J. Work tables or drOp.leaf work shelves
74 614. Two sand trays (24 by 36 by 6 incheseach) on one rolling base 74 375. Movable furniture-

(s) Chairs and tables
74 t 4,41111bi.(b) Um. able desks
74 t 684. Toilet, lavatory, soap, nud towels
74 637. At least 91 square feet of swinging display boards
74 48s. Library bookshelves and a good collection of story and picture St9. materials and tools to work with- building blocks, rubber typo, etc 74 53Free floor space at one side of room for constructed projects.

II. Zinc trays for window sills or window hoses for plants and bulbs.
12. Good framed pictures for the walls.
11. V ictrola or similar musical instrument.
It Filing drawers for teacher's use-kw samples of woe.: , reports, etc

(Signature)

Comments and suggestions written on the Lack of the questionnaires
indicate that many persons thought that their mere signature of it.
ifidicated approval of the entire list._ Only those items actually,checked were countedip the committee.

The interesting thing concerning item 5. movable furniture, islhat every one of the 7 voted for one or the other. 36 persons ap-
,11ro:ng.biith.jhas showing how poorly fixed desks meet the needsof modern education., .

Where item 6 was not checked, the remarks on the reverse side ofthecheet indicate that. the general equipment of the buildings inthat particular town seemed adequate.
Some people did not understand what was meant-by the swingingdisplay boards. It is the sort of thing we see in museums, where the

I Only to person recommended tilsemsealve number.For two teachers.
'Both 36.

141926°-20-2-72
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leaves, as it were, are swung on a central rod and can be turned
like a great book. It takes up but little space in the room, yet any-
thing can be diiplayed upon it. The teacher can open this big book,
fasten up large sheets of paper and have any kind of reading lesson.
language lesson, illustrative nature-study lesson, or she can mount
the children's work to be viewed, compared, and disused by the
class. Had everyone undersiond exactly what this valuable piece
of furniture is, undoubtedly the vote Would have been very much
larger. 4

Many suggested closed instead of open book shelves mentioned on
the first draft of the questionnaire, thus lowering the number of
approvals counted for item S in our report.

Most interesting comments came an on these questionnaires, sotto
of which are as follows:

I would certainly like a duplicate copy to show my superintendent. Ile
can net be made to understand that primary grades need any equipment other
than double desks and a bud blackboard.Primury Supervisor.

When Clem, Is a place to put unfinished work and personal possessions.
children develop ability to stick to purposes from day to day mail completed.-
Patty S. MIL professor of kindergarten education, Teachers College, Columbh
University.

I think that In general the first grade is very much overcrowded. I should
'suppose that about 30 would- be :is many as the teacher could well handle. I

believe very distimily In movable. furniture fort the lower grades. I believe
there should be all of the equipment you have mentioned and as much snare.
as can be provided. I hope you will be successful in getting better equipment
and especially better trained teae,hers for these lower grades..Chas. Ii. Judd,
director of. school education. University of Chitier.

I have been a primary teneher and supervisor, and lame.: how much all
these reforms are needed.Nina C. \andowalker, prluelpal kindergarten ill,
purtment, Milwatftee State Normal.

Pupils pox teacher: Rindergarteu, 8 to 10; second grade, 12 t 11; first
grade. 1'1 to 15; third grade, 15 to 20.

Room equipment. These are so obvious that I can net :00 why anyone
chould question their need.L. P. Coffman, dean of college of vdnentionk -Uni-
versity of Minnesota.

Yes, to alLFrank M. ItfcMurri, Teachers College, Columbia University.

, Seventy-three graduate atudent.s In may dikes In Teachers College whose maJor
interest is elementary education voted ns follOws:

Pupils per teacher: 1I. good
for

work.

Kintleraorten ..-s.___ 10 15 '
Firs% grade 15 25

Second grade 20 30
Third grade 20 3(1

V. O. Bonier. Teacher" College, Columbia University.
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It is entirely feasible to keep the average number of pupils per room in allgrades in the elementari schools dowu to 32. It is done in certain cities 11007.
T.- W. Millet, dean of athool of education, University of Nee' York.

some items rehtionNI in the equipment line I had not thought of, but knowimmediately that they would add greatly to the serviceableness of the room tothe teachers and pupils. I have jest shown the list to our superilsor of build-ings and already have some ideas as to what could be done with some of ourold situations. Mary D. Bradford, superintendent of schools, Kenosha, Wis.
Certainly all of these.Frederick S. Dolton. professor of education. Uni-versity of Washingtoti.

These items seem to be almost minimum essentials if the desirable featuresof kindergarten education are to he adapted for pritteiry classes.W. W. Kemp,professor of education, 'University of California.
In Oakland we are all deeply interested in the problems you are presenting:A committee of teachers is considering the question of plans for rooms andstandard equipment for first grades: so your communiation was very welcome.We shall look forward eagerly to the report of your investigations.
Wishing you ell sweeps in this important work, and fissuring you of ourwillingness to help should occasion arise, I am, cordially yolirs, Ida Vander-gaw. supervisor primary work.

The suggestions you make are very good.. I should like to see all first gradesso equipped and filled with teachers who know how tq nuike the must of theequipment. Maybe we shall live to see the day. I.et us hope.Charles \V.
Waddle. superintendent of training, State Normal, IAA Angeles, Calif.

Such replies show the great need for and the widespread interest in improv-ing the elassroom.: in whirl, our teachers and children work along the newerMies prescribed for us hy present-day conditions.

The following are some well-known inen and women who signifiedtheir approval of our suggestions by returning the questionnairesigned :

Julia Wale Abbott. specialist In kindergarten education. United States Bureauof Education.
Richard G. Boone. associate editor Sierra News. San Francisco, CalleW. W. Charters, dean of college of education, University of Illinois.Grace Strnchnn Forsythe, assistant superintendent, New York City.
Florence C. For, specialist in elementary education. United States Bureau ofEducation.
J. 11. Francis, superintende.nt of schools, Columb* Ohio.

- William H. Kilpatrick, Teachers' Collke, Columbia rnive'rsIty.
Alexis F . Lange, dean of school of education, University of California.Isabel Lawrence, superhatendent of practice, State Normal, St. Cloud, Mien.C. A. Mchfurry, Peabody College of Teachers, Nashdlle, Tenn.
Bruce R. Payne, Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville. Tenn,
Carroll B. Penne, president of State Normal, Milwaukee, Wis.M. C. Potter. superintendent of schools, Milwaukee, Wis.
Alice Temple, University of Chicago.
Lucy Wheelock, Boston; Mass.
Ada Van Stone Harris, assistant superintendent, Pittsburgh, Pa..

11
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The committee hopes that this work may be continued, to discover
not only what leading educators and primary teachers consider neces-
sary in the way of equipment. but also the ideal and the actual equip-
ment of the classrooms now under their control.

It was also suggested that those most interested in primary grades
would be able ,to do some constructive work if a survey of-kinder-
garten equipment could be made and the meagerness of that in the
primary grades contrasted with the rich supply deemed necessary
for proper development of the kindergarten child. In this connec-
tion Mrs. Mc Naught, Commissioner of Elementary Education of Cali-
fornia, says: "The lack( of equipment in primary grades must be
a great shock to the child who conies from a beautifully equipped
kindergarten."

Criticisms, comments, and additions to this limited a mount of
data will be welcomed by your committee. Discuss it with other
teachers and give us a report. on their experiences and desires.

From the many helpful suggestions received we hope to make a
more extensive investigation and to prepare definite recommenda-
tions as to standard numbers and equipment for primary rooms.

Respectfully submitted.
Aseia Louisa DAY, Chairman,

Professor of Edwation,University of Nerada. Reno, Ye v.
GAIL CALMERTON,

Primary Supervisor, Fort mine, Ind.
MABEL C. BRAGC,

Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Newton, Mass.
The chairman of your committee asks if this organization is will-

ing to have this tentative report presented to the department of
elementary education of/ he National Education Association at their
summer meeting. Theft elementary teachers in general may have
the benefit of this research Work and may possibly plan to cooperate
with us to the end that proper equipment of classrooms and the re-
duction of the number of pupils per teacher may be extended over
a much greater field.

.niscussio.

The CHAI.RMAX. We will now-.Lear Miss CalmertOn further upon
this report.

Miss CALMERTON. Madam Chairman, Members of the Natianal
Conned of Primary Education; and Friends: After our meetingle,-;-
terday, in-conversation with a number of people who were there, we
decided that we still wanted.to talk a little bit more UpOo the necessity
of smaller classes and the Absolute necessity of some movable furni-
-tun) in place of-the rigid type we have now, and so I. am going to
devote my time to that phase instead of to some other very interest-.
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ing phases which we had planned to bring forth. You know some
person or persons must have a vision befor! we can have the actuali-
ties. The, first people who have the vision are called visionary.
Everyone must have an air castle before he can have 'a reality. Thecontracts builds an air castle bridge before he builds the actual.bridge. The dressmaker builds an air castle of a dress before she
builds the actual dress; and s-o we must have these ideals and ideasbefore we can make them practical.

Now I am going to take a practical illustration, because we haveall been thinking about the war. There is hardly anyone here, manor woman, who has not worked or had a wife or daughter or mother
Arhohas been working in the Red Cross. Suppose that we shouldtake 50 women who were going to work in the Red Cross-and weshould bri!!7, them to a building and put them in-straight rows ofseats like those desks with iron grating screwed to the floorif thatis not a Prussianized environment I do not know what is. Thenwhen you add to that the item of silence you certainly have a prisonfor the little ones who come in from the free activity that they havehad in the kindergarten. Suppose we put these 50 women in those.desks and then you say to them, " We are going to knit a 'hel-met." The teacher gets up and knits a helmet before them.

Then she says, " Now, I am going to give each one a pair ofneedles and some yarn and you are going to knit helmets." Howimany of those 50 do you think weidd be able to go on by them-.seles and knit the helmets? Only those who had experience inknitting and could do so. We will say 10 out of the 50 could do that.'Then she says, "I will begin with this first seat in this row, and Iwill show as many of you as I can.in this given time." Perhaps shecan tell 8 or 10 women. Then she will say;" Well, now, our time isup. It is time for nle to tell you a story. We will have to stopnow." There we have 10 people taught and 10 people who knewhow from their experience and could fumble around until they couldleain to do it about right. That is lens than one-half-the 50 who areready to begin to go to work. Is that efficiency? 'Would youeallthat efficiency? Think of it! Less than one-half. -"'What have theother 30 been doing? They have waited, watchfully waited, not
because they wanted .to watch, but they were in a listeaing scatwhere they could not get to anybody to talk or discuss.

So much for the size of the classes. If we needed to have effi-ciency in war,let us have efficiency after the war, beginning withthe little ones. Now, as I. said, the next thing she will say is "Xt..is now time for a story." She tells the story and the children; inthis ease the women of the Red Cross; are very much interested\in that story. That story is about her boy who is across the seas.
The teacher tells the story very -nicely and when she getd through
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the people who are in the listening seas go home. Perhaps at
home some mother sags, "Oh, I want to tell volt about our talk
this afternoon, just a perfectly splendid talk. She said ,that over
in FranceOh, I can't quite remember just the place, but some-
where over in France .a regiment -I don't just remember the regi-
ment, but I believe they were Australians, any way some regimen(
did the most wonderful thing, but I can't just remember how she
did start the story."

Well, why? Because what the teacher said did not function,
because the lesson was not socialized in any way. She simply told
it, but the people there didn't get. it. I think it. was Secretary Lane
who said that children become used to accepting half - understood
and ill-digested material until it weakens 4tfficiency of thought.
They have no practice in oral language. They have simply lis-
tened. They have been in stiff listening seats for a great many
years. and they can't go home and tell what they have heard. So
when I go into a schOol and I see a trained teacher with a class of
50 I often think she would be an ideal teacher if she only had an
opportunity.

I think of the story of the old Russian official who said to the
traveler, "You can't stay in this country." The man sayS, "
then I will leave it.." The Russian says, " IIave you a passport?"
The traveler says, "No." "But you can't leave without a pass-
port. I will give you 21 hours to decide what you want to do."
That is the way when we go into school and we find one of these
teachers with 50 children and without movable furniture. With all
our ideals we want to take the practical method. But how can
we under these conditions? 'In our talk yesterday afternoon every
point made came right back into the primary grades to these two
items of smaller classes and proper equipment. We know it can be
done. We know we can do it if we bring force enough to bear.

We can have tables and chairs for the first and second grades and
movable.desks for the third. We can do that. We can have little
cupboards along the side of the wall and great big boxes under:
neath title windows to keep the material in, because that has boon
done, and we can have smaller classes if we can impress upon those
in authority the strength of the absolute necessity. I thank you.

T110 CHAIRMAN. We shall defer the discussion of this topic until
we have heard the second report. Therefore, please hold in mind.

-the things you want to say about this question of the furnishing
°hos primary school until we have heard the report a the com-
mittee on an acceptable day's welit Last year we were indebted to
Miss Moore for an expression which took hold of us, the term
"day's work" as contrasted with the program made up of 10 min -
utes of this and 15 minutes of that, and 20 minutes, perhaps of
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something else. The question was raised, what is a day's work?
What ought to be accomplished in a day in a primary school? Inorder to find the answer to that question we appointed a committeeto investigate. They have been endeavoring to find out what is
actually done in classrooms in a day. These observations have been
taken very quietly and have covered the whole day or at -least ahalf day, taking the work just as it happens, with the teacher Un-
conscious of the tact that she was being observed. The report,therefore, brings us a statement. of the actual conditions. some most
encouraging. some most discouraging. Miss Moore, ale chairman
of the committee, now give you the results of her work.
A STUDY Or TYPICAL DAILY PROGRAMS IN USE IN PRIMARY

GRADES.

By a Committee of the National Primary Council.

At the meeting- of the Primary Council at Atlantic City in 1918several the speakers compared the routine formal program rather
prevalent in primary grades with one in which the children have time
and opportunity to Inaugurate and carry through plans of realworth. Activities having continuity and intrinsic worth, planned
to a considerable extent by the children-and executed by them, were
characterized as making up an acceptable lay's r k as diiitinguished
from a 'tlay filled with unrelated. imposed drill and foolish "busywork.-

It was decided to make at wile u study as possible of current
practice in the matter of the daily program in primary grades with
a view to finding out whit pupils are doing while in school and how
valuable the prevalent activities are. We especially desired to know
how the child's time is occupied while the teacher is engaged withanother group. .

To this end the committee now reporting was appointed. Thiscommittee has no name. It might 'Very well be called a Committee
on Economy of Time in Education, for it aims at the elimination
of much useless lumber in the way of stultifying formality and thesaving of time for activities of 'real worth to children.

Our plan was to visit extensively in primary grades all over thecountry and note exactly what the children were doing. The epi-demic has interfered greatly with this plan, for schools wheytiobscr-'cations were to have been made have been closed for weeks andnionths; substitute teachers have often been in charge; schools havebeen quarantined against visitors; and there has been illness amongour own workers., These conditions have effectually combined toreduce very much the extent of the investigation .for this year. Ingeneral character, -however, it has taken the form' originally
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tended. Observations hive been made in schools widely separated
geographically as well as in type. These observations /have been
Made in every case by some local person and with -one? or two ex-
ceptions by members of this organization. Observers were asked to
spend the entire school day in a classroom and to write a full de-
scriptive report of what. they saw. From tlifi'?" records the coin-
rnittee'hoped to secure data along the following lines:

Prevalent time schedule.
Are the periods long enough to encourage good habits of work ?

'When the, teacher is occupied with one group, what are the others
doing?. Is uniformity insisted on?

What materials have the children to work with?
How are the activities originated? By dietatiok? By choice of

pupils? *

What is the educative value of the "seat work " most frequently
assigned?

What is the educative altie of the activitie,,, most frequently
chosen and conducted by pupils?

In all we secured 13 such observations, ranging from the Atlantic
to the Pacific and from Vermont to Virginia. At the present stage it
seems best not to indicate the schools visited. We hope by next
year to have secured 'o many examples of excellent practice that

the schools visited will he glad to be known as doing a high type
of work. There are a number of excellent examples in the reports
we now have, but there are others which it would be unfair to
expose. All reports, therefore, are designated by letters of the
alphiCet. Ten of the observations were made in'city public schools,
one is from a demonstration school in a college of education. and
three are from rurs1 schools.

We deliberately sought a widely varying practice, as is shown by
Ow. the following copy of the outline sent to members whom we asked

to cooperate. There was no hope of getting enough datalhis year . .
to furnish a quantitative measure of current practice. All that we
hoped to secure 'was a considerable range of typical example.s, and
this we have succeeded in doing.

TENTATIVE PLAN FOR A REPORT ON PRESENT DAY PRACTICE AS REGARDS 7RE
DAILY PROGRAM IN PRIMARY GRADES. TOGETHER WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR
A BETTER PROVISION FOR EDUCATIVE, SELFDIRECTED PUPIL ACTIVITY.

A series of descriptions of personal observations made by members of the
committee In primary grades in different types of schools. All observations
to cover nearly or quite one entire school day.
1. A first grade in a public school where a very flexible program is in use,

and where the children have abundant opportunity for the exercise of
initiative.

2. A prlruarysrade In an experimental class in a demonstration school.
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3. A primary grade In a city public school organized along the most conserva-tive and formal lines, and employing much "busy work" of a poor sortat seats. A program cut up into 10 and 15 minute periods, entirely teacher-

d I rectal.
9. A rural school of the old type, where the young pupils sit through 1,nghours almost entirely inactive.
5. A Drogres.slve rural school.
6. A primary grade in a city public school 4p ..which a rather closely definedorder of exercises is required, but where the teacher has exhibited greatskill In throwing responsibility on the children, and where the undirected

work is of a superior quality.
This example is intended to represent " middle ground " and to offer anIdeal possible of realization In any city system where those In authority

have vision, and where there is not too great congestion.
In response to the above, 'the reports following were sent in bymembers of this committee or by others assisting us. Where thefull account was very long and where there were two classes in a

room, an analysis has sometimes been substituted for the full report.A taref-n1 study of these records will furniCh answers to some of the
questions which we have propounded.

Analysis of these reports shows that no cleat-cilt distinction can be
made between undirected "seat work" carried on when the teacher
is engaged with another class and those activities which go on duringthe " free period," or the time when the teacher too is " free" tomingle with the children and be one of the group. Therefore allsuch work has been put together and counted its undirected when
there is strong evidence that the teacher is really keeping in the
background and permitting the children to exercise a good deal ofinitiative.

°
Figure 1 shows a table of percentages of time given to the un-

directed or "between recitation" periods as compared with those
which are closely teacher-controlled. The white space representsthe time when pupils are not immediately under the direction of tte
teacher. The dark spaces represent the perceftaa of fink, when
the teacher is actively engaged in instructing or directing. The firstcolumn F represents a first-grade room (see report F) in which thechildren had not one moment in the day when they could determinefor themselves 'the smallest thing toxIo. The entire class of 44 sit
in fixed seats throughout the whole school day, never stirring excep.!
to,rise 'twice for a minute or two to exercise their arms, and once fora short intermission. They were constantly told to "sit tall," which
means hands folded behind thorn, heads erect. The varnish was all
off the backs of the seats at the spot where annual generations of
pupils had pressed their small perspiring hands day in and day out.The second column. represents the observationdescribed in report

. L The procedure was much like that in F, but one respect it was
141928' 20---8
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worse, for while the children were held together as one cites the
teacher ostensibly teaching all at the same time, in reality diming
long periods at least a third of the children did absolutely nothing.
They were not sufficiently advanced to piittioipate. but were entirely
ignored and required to be perfectly quiet with nothing to do.

Columns G, D, A, etc., represent, respectively, 12%, 16, and 18 per
cent of time given in three classrooms to " between-recitation" activ-
ities. It is interesting to note how the time distribution iu these and
the remaining reports falls into an almost perfect scale, from zero to
41 per cent. The last column, L, represents a rural school of a high
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Fto. 1.Percentage of time given to undirected activities In 12 primary classrooms.

type where the primary pupils spend about 41 per cent of the time
in study, handwork, drawing, nature study, observation, free play,
and other activities in which they have much opportunity to exercise
independence, choice, judgment, and 'leadership.

It is not intended to imply that a high percentage of time given
to occupations in which the teacher is not an active participant ha,
in itself any merit. Such occupations may be dogmatically assigned,
and they may be worthless'from In educational standpoint or even
positively harmful. Such conditions existed in the case of class K.
whiiki, stands next to the highest in the mere matter of time given to

, " seat work." Practice in which the percentage a time for such
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work is lower may rank immeasurably higher in the educative valueof the work executed with'or without the immediate presence of theteacher.. This is true of classes J, E, II, C, and D. In the case of.1 especially the children were accorded such exceptional opportuni-
ties for choice and self-direction and the exercise of judgment allday that the contrtist in tone between the shaded and the white partsof figure 1 does not represent the true state of affairs for that room.The next inquiry -concerns the intrinsic worth of the activities en-gaged in, their fitness for the pupils, their. provision for continuity,and their relatedness to outside life. It certainly is a. poor day'swork that does not include undertakings of which the participantscan feel the worth and which does not provide for some measure ofchoice, freedom, and individuality. When all work is imposed, andin small, isolated portions, it becomes drudgery, and when no in-teresting plans or half-completed projects are left. over to be takenup again the next day, one of the finest elements in a day's work,that of eager anticipation, drops out. Some" of these points have been
considered in the summaries for the separate reports, but a moregeneral statement may be of interest.

When children are free to choose what they will do, we find thefollowing wide range: They draw, paint, model in clay, build withblocks, play actively out of doors; make objects of wood,. cardboard,and pal5i,, such as crude furniture, 'boats, wagons, aeroplanes; putpuzzles together; furnish doll houses, shops, etc., and carry' on playconnected therewith weave, clean drawers and cabinets, look at pic-ture books, read silently and to each other, write, do number wore,
print with type, make books, and plan simple dramatic performances.Many of these projects call for a contribution from the more formalsubjects of the school and cover, in reality, many units of work suchas might be suggested in a well-organized course of study fop pri-mary grades. They lead to interesting connections with the homelife of pupils, and they furnish in many cases that element-of con-
tinuity from (lay to day so essential to the development of good hab-itsits of work. ..

The work most frequently assigned by teachers for the undirectedperiodCmsists of reading, writing, drawing with pencil and crayons,
number work, and paper construction. It will be noted that this is aless liberal allotment than that which children are disposed to makefor themselves.

The types of environment furnished for the education of these 12
groups of children vary as greatly as do the other features, ranging
from bare, ugly rooms without a single thing except books, desks,
paper and pencil's, up to rooms equipped with a .wealth of material
as nothplete as that to be found in a good kindergarten and withideal school furniture. We find that the following type of furni.
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tare and equipment seems to be most conducive to independent,. self
helpful, and Socially valuable activity : Small, movable tables, and
chairs; individual lockers; low cabinsts, containing materials;
plenty of blackboard space at:proper height; open bookshelves, with
varied assortment of suitable books; enough plastic material to
stimulate and give scope to the creative impulses of children. It is
not the province of this committee to go more fully at this time
into the question of equipment, as that problem belongs to another .`C

committee now at work on it.
One of the most favorable indications is the superior typo of work

found in at least five of the public school classes visited. It is often
remarked regarding the freer work found in some private schools,
" You can do that sort of thing in a private school, but it would be
impossible in a public school." It is now clearly demonstrated that
in spite of dialcult conditions, the younger pupils in representative
public schools are being accorded a very considerable degree of free-
dom, choice, and opportunity for the exercise of initiative and re-
sponsibility. This makes us suspect that mechanical,*unchildlike, and
worthless exercises which persist are often due %inertia and lack
of vision rather than to insurmountable obstacles. . Itbecomes our
duty 'then to overcome this inertia so far as a well-organized and
judicious propaganda can accomplish it and to put-hope into the
hearts of teachers and supervisors all over the country who are strug-
gling to secure a more hygienic, educative, and developing environ-
ment ii:-(1 regime for children.

We are expecting to enlarge this investigation next year along the
same lines, with the hope of getting enough data regarding current
practice to form the basis for recommendations. We are going to
try to prove that nothing of value is loSt and that much is gained
by a richer, freer, less formal plan for .primary instruction.

Miss Dunn, who is especially interested in rural schools, has
raised the. following questions:

Is the name " Between-Recitation Period " to be challenged in
that it suggests the superior importance of the recitation period over
the seat period? Should a type pf school organization and method
in country schools be sought which smiles the period with the .
teacher a means to the most profitable use of the much larger percent-

, age of time the pupil spends alone?
t She also proposes:research along the following lines:

Compile the results of studies already made of the 'way in which
a child of preprimary or primary age occupies his time in the home,
for au suggestions they may offer as to profitable school occupation.

Collect types of seat and " busy " work used in all kinds o
schools, and evaluate, to form a sort of scale for measuring the quttlit
of seat occupation in any school.

ti
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Collect and publish instances of especially helpful or valuable.

projects possible for children in the teacher's absence.
Propose: (1) An ideal, (2) a reasonable, (3) a minimum equip-

ment for between-recitatioil occupation in a small rural school.
The yommittee might well adopt several of these suggestions for

future work, not confining their application to rural .-.ehools.
AN N IF E. MoonE, thairmo,n.
L. 11. ERNST,
ALM I NA GEORGE,

FANNIE W. DENA,

1.# MARION BARBOUR,

ommittee.
OBSERVATION REPORTS SUBMITTED TO TAB COMMITTEE.

REPORT A.
A Day's Work din First Grade: First Quarter Room.

8.45. The hell rang, and the children began to enter the room. The five min-ntes during which the teacher was out of the room, as well as the 10
minutes which followed, were spent in perfect ease and freedom. Thechildren conversed naturally *none themselves and with the teacher.Some magazines were sent to the basement, two children went to thenurse for the slips which are required after an absence of several days,but no further school work took place.

0.00. The teacher suggested that the children take their seats. When thehell was ready A short prayer,ing of The Star-Spangled Renner, and the salute to the flag occupiedthe next five minutes.
9.05. The children sang songs, whin they suggested, criticized, and improved.0.10. The children went down to the tnnaslum where they played song playsuntil 9.25, whbn they went b to their own room.
9.27. The memory. gem period began. The poefn was Good Night. When onechild ventured to explain why " the sun never sleeps," the teacherexplained simply the rotation of the earth by means of w' rubberball. The children suggested Japan and China as countries havingday when we have night, whereupon one boy told of n story he knewabout a "Chinninatt upside down." This led a girl to say that sheknew a song ahout this. and, upon the suggestion of the teacher, shecame to the front of the room and sang it for the class. '9.50. Half of the children were asked to draw the part of the poem theyIikrd beat at their own seats, while the other half begaa a readinglesson in the front of the room. At 10 two of the children doing Seat

work went.' to the board to write.
10.03. The reading lesson was finished, and the children went to their seats todraw pictures on the same subject as the others.
10.05. Class criticism of the drawings was begun.
10.10. The recess bell rang, and the children walked out.
10.20. The hell for the close of recess rang. As the children came into theroom, some took their seats, some Wrote on the hoard, and- some lookedat books.
10.25. The teacher-asked each child to sit on his own chair. by his table.1026. The B and C classes went to the chairs in the front of the room for areading lesson. A letter to thank theiboys of room No. 1 for a favorwas composed by the children and the teacher, and was written onthe Ward. Of the A class, four were writing on the bilard, two wtirebuilding a block church, and seven were working on Mr drawings.By 10.80 all the Children of this class were ivriting senteneetior num-bers on the board except the two who were blinding Witir the blocka.
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10.4e. The children in the B and C classes read the letter from the board.
One of the children In the A class went to his seat to look at a book.

10.43. A chiss from the Teachers' College came' to observe a lesson in arith-
metic. The teacher asked the children to make a circle of chairs In
the front of the room. (Two children still worked with the blocks)-

10.44 to 11.15The arithmetic lesson.
10.44. One child filled in the date foe the day on the calendnr written on the

board. 0
10.46. A guessing genie was played. One child wrote a number on a piece of

paper, and the other children tried to guess what number he had
written. Each child wrote his gues.sleon the board.

10.51. The children matched domino cards. All the children counted each
racer's pile to determine the winner.

11.00. A ten pin game was played. Each child found his score by counting the
number of pins he knockedk.pown.

11.15. The Teachers' College class left. The children who had not had a turn
in the ten pin game wrote their names on a piece krif paper for the
nest time, while the other children picked up the pins and straightened
the chairs.

1.1.18. While the children finished writing their, names, the others put on their
wraps. The children sang a song, " Polly's Bonnet," while waiting
at the door, because one little girl had a Itttle blue bonnet.

1193 The teacher excused the entire room to go to the basement, out through
the yard, and back to their room.

11.26. The children came back into the room and amusqfl themselves, five
with looking at books, two with playing blocks, three with drawing
itctures, and the remainder with sitting and talking.

11.30. The teacher looked at the drawings of the B and C classes. The chil-
dren discussed and criticized several of these drawings. The children
In the A class either listened to the discussion of drawings or looked
at books

11.34. The drawings were collected while the teacher found a boy's book for
him.

1135. A boy found a song, "Robin Red Breast," in a book. He sang this to
the children, and the children sang it together.

11.37. The B and C classes went to the board for spelling. Sing and Sty were
taught, after which the children wrote sentences with these two words
in them. The A class, during this time, was matching the spots on
domino cards with cards with figures on them. When one child finished
his cards, he helped his neighbor.

11.50. The teacher ,baked at and corrected the domino seat work, while the
children finished writing their sentences on the board.

11.53. The hell rang, the children started to put away their work. When a
child finished writing his sentences or putting away his dominoes, he
went to the wardrobe for his wraps.

11.55. The second bell rang, and the children went out for lunch.
1.00. As the children came In. they busied themselves; some in putting away

their figure curds, some in talking,And one in eating an apple.
1.06. The box for the tin -fold collection was passed.
1.07. Every desk was cleared, playthings (a gun, an apple, and stables) were

put away, and each child sat in his own chair, looking at kooks or
spelling ham, while thfi teacher marked the attendance.

1.12. The teacher helped the children correct the sentences which had been
written on the board during the spelling period.

4.15 The tables were moved into the back of the room, and the chairs were
placed in a large circle in the middle of the room.

LK The children went to the chairs in the front of the room for reading.
After, looking at a picture or two girls telephoning, the children read
several sentences about the picture from the board.
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1.35. A class front the Teachers' College came to see a lesson in dramatization.
The children sat In the big circle of chairs. The teacher whispered
somethieg for one child to represent, and this child acted the part.(His part was to be a cat.) The children guessed what he was rep-resenting. Often the acting was ilone in grollps, as in playing dentist.

149. Mother Goose pictures were placed along the edge of the blackboard.
The children chosen for actors chose one of these pictures and actedit out. The other children guessed what picture bad been chosen and

. criticized the performance. One boy was excluded to a chair in the
corner by vote of the children because he did not play fair.

1.58. Other pictures, not of Mother Goose rhymes, were shown to the children.They acted the stories of these pictures, as they had done the others.
2.08. The class from Teachers' Co 114ge left. Before going to recess, the etd1-then had to decide what action they should take in regard to the boywho had been sitting in the corner. It was decided that he should

have his recess but should return to his sent in the corner upon hisreturn.
2.10. The bell for recess sounded, and the children went out.
2.20. The children returned fi;om their recess. The next 10 minutes were spent

in accepting the apology of the, boy who had not played. fair, in ar -,ranging the chairs and tables, and in deciding what to do with theirblock church, which had been partly wrecked when the tables werebeing moved. It Was decided to tear the church down. wash the blockswith paste on them, place them all in their boxes, and return them tothe kindergarten. Three children began this task.
2.30. The B and C classes drew pictures of the game they liked best, while

the A class 11nd a spelling lesson.
2.49:There was a class criticism, of the pictures of games.
2.53. The B and C classes went to the front of the room for rt reading lesson,

.while the A class drew pictures of one another.
3.10. The B and C classes went to the. hoard to write stories about a doll ora dress, The A class received criticism of their pictures for threeminutes, and then they went to the chairs In the front of the room fora reading iesson.
:1.18. The t;eil aiieng for dismissal. Every one passed to his se' t and helped intid he room.

" Goodnight" was said, and all the children p'ssed out, except three
children who remained to complete the work of packing the blocks.

How much time was even to "between recitation" activities? It is some-
what difficult to estimate, but it appears that 'each grotip spends approximately*.
one hour in this way, if the 15 minutes before morning exercises be counted.
This is about 13 per cent of the time.

What types of activities were carried on by pupils at such times? Drawing,
writing on blackboard, number work on blackboard, building with blocks, match-
ing domino cards, looking at books. The activities were usually chosen by the
teacher except at very brief Intermissions. Continultyand relatedness are
slight, though there is some evidence of connection with the rest of the sehbel
and with outside life.

-s.

REPORT B.

Analysis el Obsarvabss. First Orals. COY *Rs lisbitel. Horsing &Wm. 540.11tAL

Entire Claus Directed by Teacher.

9.00-0.15, Songs chosen by pupils.
Salute to the flag. Prayer.

9.1 -9.85. Teacher told story of
Billy Goat Gruff. Dramatization of
this story, a good deal of pupils Initia-
tive In dramatisation.
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9.35-945.

Group Alone.

Class II. At tables rear of room. Di-
rected to draw picture of billy goat.

Single ()roue with Teacher.

Class I. In chairs in front of room.
Reading partly oral, partly ksilent
study.

9.65-10.15.

Class I. Teacher directed them to
build sentences with " print cards "
by copying from the blackboard.
Then go to board and "write as
many spelling words as you can."

Class IL Reading.

10.18-10.30.

Class II. At tables with figure cards I Class I. At
and print cards. written

10.30- 10.45. Recess.

10.45-10.47. Pupils rest quietly in
seats.

k(hkboard. Oral spelling,
fling. New words taught.

10.47-11.10.

Class I. Told to write " story." This Class II. Number games.
is written from memory, isolated vices for drill.
sentences, using spelling words.

11.10- 11.25.

Chiefly de-

Class II. Figure cards used at tables I Class I. Phonetics. Word recognition.
In connection with a figure chart DAIL

LL25-11.40.

Class I. Teacher suggested that they
make circus wagons. Paste, pencil,
scissors, etc. Pupils appeared to
have some opportunity to vary their
construction.

Class II. Make circus wagons.

Class II. Teacher examined num' ,r
work at seats aff8itfound who was
" winner." Class wMit to blackboard
for drill in oral and written spell-
ing. Wrote at seats a "story," a
single isolated sentence from
memory.

11.40-11.58.

1 C11168 I. Game often pins for number.
4

Dismiss=

Time given to "between recitation" activities,' Class II, 68 minutes; Class
I, 58 minutes; average, 63 minutes out of 3 hours, or 35 per cent.

Types of activity carried on by pupils when alone, drawing, building sen-
tences, number work with figure cards, writing isolated sentences from
memory, paper construction, circus wegon. These activities were invariably
chosen by the teacher. Continuity and relatedness were slight. The circus
which was subject of a song seemed to suggest a device for a word drill and
later the paPer construction.
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REPORT C.

Oa. Moraiait's Were in Beginning Primary Ram.

30 pupils present.

Program: 9.00- 9.15. Music. '
9.15-10.00. Library hour.

10.00-10.25. Circle.
10.2:;-10.40. Recess.
10.40-11.15. Free time.
11.15-12.00. Class projectreading, language, writing.

25

8.45. Pupils entered room informally, removed wraps, anti proceeded to sometype of self-directed activity. Writing on blackboard, reading and
discussing various contributions brought from home by the pupils weretypical forms of activity. Four children greeted the teacher upon herentrance with cash catatributions to the United War Fund. A desireto know the total of the contributions was apparent, and an announce-
went that the money was to be counted brought all but six of thechildren to the group. These six preferred to continue work with
which they mere occupied, and they were allowed to do so.

,4rahtecte.--Oue child counttel the money and foundrthat It totaled$1.50. Another (;hild wrote $1.50 on the' board for the benefit of thegroup.
Children who wished to take home books had been allowed to do soon the previous day. Teacher suggested that during library' hour theclass have a reading party and invite anyone who had learned toread a new page to read to the claw The suggestion was accepted,and volunteers were called for. Seven children volunteered. and their

names were written on the board to furnish a prograin for the party.
9.00. In response to teacher's question "What time Is it?" ort4 child answered,"Nine o'clock." Use was made of a clock face to further Impress theposition of the hands of the clock nt 9 o'clock.

Alwiic.Without furtltr directions children exchangeti seats forsinging. After the exchange the strongest and truest voices were Inthe hack of the room. and the weakest and tenet true voices were Intire front of the room.
After morning prayers the children sang in chorus and individually.Criticism of individual singing was made by members of the class.The teacher sang for class appreciation a song which she,intended toteach on a ftfllowing day.

9.15. Ai the teacher's suggestion. "Let us get ready for the reading party,'
the children arranged themselves in a group. One pupil was appointedto call bpon the volunteers to read in the order previously writtenon the Ward.

R( (Ming. -The first child read pages 13 and 17 from the MelrillPrimer. This-child found a word she did not know but rememberedhaving sett it before on another page and turning back determined theword for herself.
Second child rend Story Hour Primer, page 18.
Third child read Story Hour Primer, page 43.
Fourth child Mead "The Little Red Hen," from Free and TreudwellPrimer.
Fifth Child read Nursey Rhymes.
Sixth' child rend Nursery Rhymes.
Seventh child read page 89 from the Merrill Primer. This is astory about our Flag, and was of great interest to the audience.Comments about the storks and constructive criticisms were en.couraged throughout the reading. Teacher asked that for the nextreading party, each volunteer select pages to read which contained

more than a rhyme. The readers declared their willingness to teachtheir selections to anyone who wished to learn, and the large group
141928 -20A
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broke into small groups disposed aliout the room, its shown in acom-
panying diagram:

2

4 girls on rug.
7-

4
t.

5 boys on bench.

2

4 children on-rug

1

3

1

Teacher's desk.

1

There was much discussion of the' stories and pictures. One group
was heard discussing what to bring from home in order to play the
story they had read. Teacher moved about the room giving aid
when asked.

9.50. Teacher gained attention of the various groups and asked that each
child return to his own chair, which is of the movable type. Some
children have difficulty in finding their own chairs, and the teacher
called attention to the obvious advantage of having one's name on
the chair (motivating writing lessons which were to follow).

10.00. In response to teacher's suggestion children arranged themselves
in a circle. During free time on previous days many groups had been
working on such construction projects as had been suggested to them
by material at hand. This material consisted of chalk boxes, cigar
boxes. smooth boards, and pasteboard wheels, which children had made
by fitting together the two ends of Rolled Oats loxes brought from
home.

Stimulus for free
your

teacher said, "Some of you were
not able to make your wagons run yesterday. Would anyone like
help?" Two boys fetched from the ease a wagon upon which they
had worked the day before and explained that the wheels would not
turn because the heads of the nails had gone through the cardboard
wheels. The elms' offered various suggestions, all of which were im-
-practical, as the boys pointed out. Teacher then produced small iron
washers with the question, " Would these washers help?" With this
suggestion the two boys were able to solve their own problem.

A group of girls said that no one of them was strong enough to
drive the nails. Another child suggested that they ask one of the
bigger boys to help. This was done.

The teacher asked if anyone else needed help and a girl said. " I
want to learn to write." Teacher produced a Mother (loose game.
Children were shown how it could be played, which consisted in
matching the pictures with the appropriate rhyme. This game was
placed on a convenient shelf so that It could be used during free time
if any child desired it.

1LECT.88.

10.45. After recess children entered rdom, knowing that the time until 11.16
was their own to do the thing which they most wanted to do.

Free pertod. Very little indecision was shown as they proceeeded to
their work. Seven children chose to write on the board. Some of the
children foruted groups and cooperated in making toy wagons, auto-
mobiles, etc. These groups consisted of 4, 4, 6, and 8 children. The
large group was due to the fact that four boys were able to bring from
home only one Rolled Oats box each; another boy had a cigar box,
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The sixth boy was an in e
and no one could make a rion without the cooperation of the others.

reeted watcher and had no share in thewagon.
One girl cleatied the drawer of her desk, and two children tookpaper and paste and worked alone. One of these explained that shewas making seats for a street car which she was making at home.The teacher moved about the room giving help when asked. For the17 children who were working with wood there were five Whoppers.one pair of pliers, and one saw. This small number of tools gv'e rise. to many conflicts out of which it is hoped there will arise Inter a

strong sentiment against selfishness and disregard of others as wasshown by one or two individuals.
11.15. Reading.Teacher gained attention of various groups and asked that

all work be put away and that all children come to the circle. Duringthe free period three children from .another room had delivered tothe teacher three notes. These notes were opened and read by the
pupils. With the tea4:.t.'is help the children learned that these noteswerewe acceptances of r invitations sent on the previous (lay to
pupils of another room that they read to them. These notes read asfollows: " I am glad to read to you at 11.35."

Writing.Teacher suggested that class practice writing, invitationswhich they had agreed to send to another primary room. Varioussuggestions for_ wording were considered and the following waschosen: "Come to see -our play No. 20." The teacher wrote the
invitation on the board. -Children practiced each word after obgervingthe teacher's manner of writing them.

In response to teacher's question, " What time is it?" the children
answered, "11.35," and remembered their appointment. They arrangedthemselves in a group. The visitors arrived and read the story of"The Three Brother Pigs." The children were keenly intertsted andappreciative of the visitors' ability to read. After the visitors had
left, 10 minutes remained before noon dismissal. Teachers askedfor suggestions as to how to use the 10 minutes, and the children
asked, to practice the word "play " in order to write the invitation.

Language. The dismissal bell was the signal for children to putaway all work. While waiting for passing bell children talked to oneanother and to the teacher.

REPORT D.

First Grade. City Public Scheel.

Enrollment it. April. DM

Twenty-six children present. Room was furnished with small tables and
chairs. Posters suited to the interests and understanding of young children
were on the walls; the wide windows contained window boxes with growing
plants; and there was much evidence about the room of a variety of interesting
handwork under way.

Pupils entered classroom as they arrived and busied themselves in various
ways before the regular opening of the session at 9 o'clock, They carried on
natural conversation with each other and with the teftcher. Several of them
were busy at thy; time depositing their money for stamps for the " Penny War
Savings Card." This is a card issued by the schools of this city, the use of

-which provides for the accumulation of pennies to the amount of 25 cents, when
a regular thrift stamp is lamed to the child in exchange for his card.
9.00. Just before 9 o'clock the children began arranging chairs at front ofroom. All gathered in an informal way for opening exercises consist-ing of hymn. led by a child, flag raising, and salute. One child desig-nated as " flag bearer" was responsible for conducting the latter ex-ercise. Attendance record was secured by children who counted theclass and then noted absentees
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9.15. Still seated In front of room, all gave attention. to counting and estimat-
, tog amounts paid in for penny savings and also for regular thrift

stamps. Several children went to the blackboard, and others directlitt
at times what should be put down and helped to check the calculations
of those at the board. Almost all were at the board at some time dur-
ing this period. The arithmetic combinations and processes involved
in this purposeful activity were in advance of those usually called for
in first grade.

935. Without calling a re: 'lag class, the entire group now gave attention to
reading through the teacher's remark, " Kenneth brought back his
book to-day. Should you like to hear some more of his story and do
you remember where he left off ?" This was the first session after a
10 days' vacation, yet the children showed unusual interest in the story
and remembered exactly where Kenneth was to begin in Two Little
Runaways. He read enough to cover a considerable unit in the story,
and then other pupils who had prepared individual selections from
different books were called. All the material was interesting and the
other children-gave close attention.

10.00 to 10.05. Recess.
10,05. Reading. Advanced group of 14 pupils. All used the same text.

Teacher with this group most of the period. When she left to take
charge of the other group these children continued to rend In turn
with a child acting as chairman.

During this period pupils in less advanced group were occupied on
individual projects at small tables in various parts of the room.

They were free to move about and to speak In low tones. Their
self-control was excellent. The following is a list of their various
activities:

Two printed labels with price and sign marker.
Three wrote at blackboard, copying the phrase ";lave food."
Two put sums down and added.
Two read silently.
One snipped cloth for fracture pillows.
Two cut out and pasted pictures for individual story booksewhich

they were making.
10.25. Teacher took lower division for rending. Advanced division continued

with their chairman until story was finished and then took up self-
directed activities much like those listed above.

10.55. Children arranged room for games. All formed circle, and different
groups in turn directed and executed original dance games to the
accompaniment of the victrola, These games were the result of a
composite plan of children and teacher and had culminated after
some days or weeks of effort. All marched as soldiers to orders given
by child "captains."

11.25. Music appreciation. Children took comfortable and natural positions
about the room; 12 sat in chairs, 7 sat on floor near victrola, 5 sat
on low tables, 2 stood. Having taken these positions there was no
disorder. Several records were played which childrgn had brought
from home. These were not always of a high order, but one felt
that this contribution from the home was a good thing.

11.4o. Pupils put room in order and put on wraps. Dismissal. " Good-by "
song. These children did not return in the afternoon, as the rooin
is used for another class at that time.

There was much evidence that pupils were carrying responsibility. Work
about the room showed that a somewhat wider range of self-directed activities
went on at times than was seen during this observation.

The following rules were written on the blackboard. They had been evolved
by W.-children as need arose:

1. Only one person talk at a time.
- 2. Don't whistle in school.

8. Be quiet on the stairs.
4. Be quiet when children are reading.
5. Form by threes. Don't push or talk.
8. Wipe your feet before you come into the room.
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Materials were placed conveniently in low cabinets and were labeled. Pupils

helped themselves. Among the labels noticed were: Pencils, rulers, scisaors,
drawing paper, cards, crayons.

The alphabet was printed In proper order and'', red on wall above Price tn'
Sign Marker, and pupils returned the type to correc, position after using.

Work seemed well up to grade.
How much of the time were the children engaged t,. self-directed netivitles?
Each group was alone or occupied without immediate presence of the teacheronly about 30 minutes. But the teacher kept in the background all the morning

and made herself an interested and helpful member of the group rather than adirector or dictator.
What did the children do independently/

Took care of room and materials.
Cut and pasted pictures for original books.
Drew pictures.
Snipped cloth.
Printed signs and labels.
Wrote and did nunilwr problems ou the blackboard.
Read from chosen books.

REPORT E.

Public School. First Grade.

Ann testa of Stenographic Report. 30 Pupils Between Ages of ti and 7.
8.35. Children began to come into room at 8.35. Teacher met them at door andafter greetings they went directly to get out some favorite work or toengage in some activity. The following were noted :Natural conversation.

Number problems at blackbta Writing on blackboard.Spool knitting.
Looking at picture books.
Reading from chart. Helping each other In this.Play with dolls.
Picture puzzles.

9.00. At signal, work. NV!IA pot away. Boy got Bible and put It on his desk.Children proposed hymns to sing. Child chose passage in Bible to beread. Lord's Prayer. Songs chosen by children. Salute to flag.0.25. Teacher : " I am going to have individual rending this morning. Whatwill you do while I hear the children read?"
Those who did nut wish to read at this time chose various activitiesHa follows :

Several copied numbers from number cards such as 4 plus 5 = 9.Two selected Mother Goose ptcturg books and rend to each other.Se% eral took picture puzzles to rug and arranged them.
Two little girls got pattern and cut and sewed doll's dress.

Sixteen children rend voluntarily With teacher. She kept notebookwith page devoted to each child. This book records number of timeseach chilli has read to her since beginning of year. Each child selectedhis own material and gave name of book and number of page. Pur-poses for the next day were constantly stated as pupils read, such so." I'm going to read the nest story for you to-morrow. study it thisafternoon at the study time."
Several children left group as ro as they had read and took up somework about the room. Others UMMILled to companions read or helpedthem.
Quiet conversation went on among e.hildren variously occupied.

10.30. PuP.work away and prepared for lunch.
10.40. Lunch. Free gent Al conversation followed by diacursion rather directedby teacher.
10.56. Recess. Went out of doors to play. A number of different active gameachosen by children.

.
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11.20. Returned to room, put away wraps, sat and rested in absolute quiet for
five minutes.

Placed chairs around blackboard for number game. This was a com-
petitive drill on addition combinations partly ninnaged by pupils.

11.45. Informal dismissal.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

Chairs arranged in two groups, front of room, piles of books ready for each
group. Books for two groups were different.
11.15. Pupils entered informally, removed wraps, went to respective groups,

took books and began to study. When help was needed they asked
each otber or went to charts.

Teacher alternated between the two groups, each group working
alone part of time, and each child reading to teacher some time during
period.

Each group also tried to prepare to read in an entertaining way
to the other group.

J.50. All gathered with chairs about teacher who had illustrated Mother
Goose hook. Teacher and children rend rhymes, looked nt pictures
and talked about them, and sang some of the rhymes.

2.10. Rest. Heads on desks.
2.15. Made dlningroom furniture for the doll house. Committee of three put

materialsaway. Space cleared for games.
8.00. Teacher at piano, Children played. Skipping, tag, carrousel, varia-

tions of clap dance.
3.15. Teacher nt door said good-b;le to each child.
How much of the time were pupils engaged In self-directed activities? Part of

pupils for 1 hour and 25 minutes; others for somewhat shorter time.
What did the children do independently? For answer see preceding page.

REPORT F.

Met Grade, City Public School. 43 Children Present

The entire class was treated as one group: and all pupils were expected to
give attention at the same time to the different exercises described below.
Therefore there was no such thing as "between recitation" or "self-directed"
activities, as pupils were ender strict teacher -iontrol and direction every
minute. -

8.45. Formal exercises In penmanship of the "push-null" type. Small letters
of alphabet made from dictation and imitation.

9.05. Singing.
9.07. Formal physical exercises performed in the aisles accaoling to teach-

er's directions.
9.20. Arithmetic. Formal drill intended to fix the additton combinations

through the 3s.- Counting. Reading numbers. Written exercise in
which addition tables were formulated. No applied number. This
period of 40 minutes was broken once by arm movements, the exercises
occupying less than a minute and performed to a sitting posture.

9.53. Flied out of room to toilets anti back.
10.05. Five or six children called upon to recite rhymes designated by teacher.
10.13. Formal phonic exercises and rapid drill in the recognition of words and

phrases printed on cards. This period of one hour and tire minutes
was broken twice by physical exercises which oceupicd'a total of two
minutes. The first break occurred pt 10.35 and consisted of a playful
exercise in the aisles directed by the teacher. The second occurred at
10.58 and consisted of a few arm movements, pupils seated.

1118. An ictice "game," involving. quick change of seats, under teacher's
direction.

1L19. Regtding. Selection designated by teacher. Children called on one at a
time and told to rend one lines, two lines, or four lines. Not a question
asked or a, remark made regarding the thought by either teacher or
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11.50. An unexpected call for n general assembly came from the office, and classwork .for the day was suspended. Normally, first grade would have
been dismissed at 12.20. When asked what the nature of the work
would have been at this period the teacher said, " More reading, or
whatever I think the cla.iks needs."

At all times when seated, except when writing, handling cards, or
reading, pupils were required to keep arms behind their backs. Ac-
cording to a consemative estimate all the children sat in this posture
at least a third of the time, and the "good children held this position
at least half the time during the entire morning.

)IEPORT G.

81

Analysis.

Entire group with teacher.

Conversation, concert recitation of
poem. 15 minutes; story reading from
blackboard, spelling. 20 minutes.

Group alone.

Group I. Making calendars, 15 min-
utes.

Group TT. Making calendars, 15 min-
Ives.

(Pupils free to move about and. to
\help each other.,

Single group with texteher.

Group II. Reading, 10 minutes.
Group I. Reading, 15 minutes.

Physical exercises, 5 minutes.
Drawing lesson, 20 minutes.
Active and helpful children. Exam-

ination of calendars. Number problem
growing out of calendars, 10 minutes.

Group T1 Recess, 15 minutes. 1 Group I. Spelling, 15 minutes.
Singing, 15 minutes.

Group I. Recess. 15 minutes. Group II. Rhythmic Wilting exercises
on blackboard. Phonetic words
written from dictation, 15 minutes.

Individual volun ry contributions
for entertainment of class. such..-*
readt new stor , reciting. counting.
etc., minutes.

Noen recess, 1 hour, 30 minutes.
Pupils asked to pick out from given

list names of flowers and vegetables.
Wrote names from memory, 20 minutes.

Discussed how to tnake dominoes
for seat-work, how to cut simple doll's
dress. choice of work " from large list
of possibilities." (Observer does not
tell what all of these are.)

Group II. Choice of activity as per * Group I. Reading, 15 minutes.. (see above), 15 minutes.
Group I. Choice of activity as per Group Ii. Reading, 20 minutes

(see above), 20 minutes.
How much time given to "hetiveen recitation" activities? 85 or 40 minutes.

for eath group. Entire session, 4 hours. .-
What types of activity were carried on by pupils when alone? Making cal-

endars; decorating calendars; making dominio cards; cutting doll's dresses:
writing Original stories; pobablb some other types by individual children, pot
specified In report.
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REPORT H.

First Grade, CIO Piddle SIT 41I Children present; IS In A clan (advanced); 22 hi B dais
beginning.

This observation was made during the last month of the first term of 12
weeks. The following program would not have worked well with an entire
II class at the beginning of the term, for the children could not have been so
independent and they could not have been left alone so much.

The teacher, Miss J Is an artist In het profession. The
respect she has for children is evidenced In the environment she has created
for those so fortunate as to he placed in her charge. Such an environment
means a flexible program which is possible Inn large city system only after
the most careful planning. Miss .1 knows how to meet
" requirements" and at the same time save precious moments for independent,
self-Initiated activity, for she knows how to plan. condense. correlate, and
blend.

The children were out of doors much of the time. A corner of the yard below
the windows of the primary room Ayes reserved for them. A small group of
trees gave sufficient shade and shielded the blackboards nailed upon the tennis
fence and the tables from the glare of the sun.

An eighth-grade girl took the B (lass out to play for the bull -hour swot
by the A class in reading.

The A class was dismissed at 11.30, thus giving the teacher a half-hour alone
with the B class, Then again In the afternom, after dismissal of the 13 class.
Miss J had atiotAer half-hour with the A's.

Subject for the day: Patriotism.

9.00-9.15 Morning circle, outdoors:
a. Morning prayer, Including prayer for our soldiers and sailors

and Allies, and for victory.
h. Pledge to the flag and salute.
c. Patriotic song.
d. Conversation, "What can we do to help win the war?"

9.15 Rending. A class select reading matter from browsing table and take it
outdoors to read. While teacher sees that everyone is provided, B
class children take care of themselves. `One child tells a story to the
class. B class reading with teacher, in rqoni. Motivation. March
with flag. Conversation about flag. Write a reading lesson from
children's conversation. The following is the result:

I am an American boy.
I love my flag.
It stands for my country.
My flag is red, white, and blue.

This constituted the reading lesson for the (lay. Later in the day there was
'a drill on the vocabulary.

9.30. B class went outdoors tq play, an eighth-grade girl in charge. They
played Charley Is Over the Water. Did You Ever See a Lassie, Skip
tag, etc. For 10 minutes of this period A class had tree play in yard.

9.40. A class, phonics.
9.55. A class, writing On blackboard.

10.10. Both classes in auditorium.
a. Rhythms. Interpretation of picture of a camp with soldiers on

guard. Night comes. Children decide on movements for inter-
pretation.

b. Dramatisation. Red Cross work. Planned by the children. Sol-
diers marching. Wounded soldier. Stretcher bearers. Hospitals.
Doctor and nurses, etc.
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10.35. Itetvss.
10.5.'i. B class outdoors. Seleetive work, without teacher. Blackboard draw-ing, claywork, weriving, dressing dolls. A class, in room with teacher.

Conversation about dramatization. wroo .lory about it. A class.
number work. Lotto, rhythmic counting.

11.30. A class goes home for lunch. B class, drill on vocabulary of story written
at 9.15. Writing on biadibisnrol.

NooN Brctss.
1.00. Both classes. Music appreciation. C'AzIln solo. Columbia recordThe

Swan, Pablo Cassis. Talk about cello music. Tell lam l'avlowa. lordmade tt dance to "The Swan."
1.15. A class outdoors, without teacher. Drew soldiers marching, on black

board. B class, phonics and word drill.
1.25. B class. Made soldier caps and pendants.
1.45. Both classes marched with band, drums, bells, etc.
2.00. B class dismissed. A class, short recess.
2.10. A class drill on vocabulary of story written.
2.30. A class dismissed.
Time given to "between recitation" activities, from 40 to 75 minutes for

cach,group oux of 3 hours and 40 minutes. Types of activity carried on by
punt& when alone: Free play outdoors; reading from chosen books; drawing
on blackboard; modeling; weaving; dressing dolls; making soldier caps andpendants.

Continuity and relatedness of work are excellent. There seems to be no
meaningless manipulation of materials merely for the sake of keeping thechildren quiet.

REPORT 1.

asissis. First Grade City Public Eitiscsel.
27 Children Present

9.00-9.07.

Separate group directed by teacher.Group alone.

A class at seats entirely unoccupied; B class. Drill on words and phrases;
expected to sit quietly while others children marched In front of roomrecited. and pronounced words and phrases

. from chart.
Entire class directed by teacher.

9.13-9.95. General talk regarding
weather report, coal, etc.; very little
contribution from children; teacher
did must of the talking.

9.45-9.50. Formal physical exercises
performed in the aisles according to
the teacher's directions.

10.00-10.14.2 .A class. At seats entirely unoccupied. B class. Reading; pupils in seats;
very formal; children read one or
two lines each in turn.

10.19-10.40. All marched to inclosed
court, ground floor; pupils Stood
around aimlessly put of time; were
led by teacher in rather formal
marching, skipping, etc.

10.40-10.50. Handwork at 'desks;
cutting and pasting flowers; very lit-
tle opportunity for individuality.
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10.51111.35.

11 Class. At seats, entirely unoccupied. I A Class. Reading from chart; very
formal.

11.35-11.40. Formal physical exer-
cises performed In aisles according to
teacher's directions.

11.42-11.50. Word drill. Teacher
erased one word at a time and pupils'
told what was. erased.

12-12.15. Formal exercises In pen-
manship.

12-20. Dismissed.
Stationary desks and seats. No material in the room intended to stimulate

children to free activity. Work all seemed to be review. No new ideas EP-
went_

When not reciting pupils were expected to sit quietly In seats without any-
thing to do. Directed many times during morning to "sit erect and lock
hands."

REPORT J.

A Demonstration Moak First Grade, 22 psi* present.

Room furnished with small tables and chairs, low individual cabinets; closets
conttilning material conveniently placed; work bench, saws, hammers, plane,
box of ww,d; large blocks for building, librar:, table containing many choice
books for Nang children; typewriter with extra large type; piano.

Pupils entered us they arrived and after greening teacher and removing wraps
took up some chosen line of activity. Almost every child took a turn at the
swing rope suspended from the ceiling. At a o'clock 21 pupils were present and
were occupied as follows:

9.00-9.50. Devoted to self-chosen activities.
2 continued climbing and swinging on a rope.
3 worked in wood, makingaeroplane and doll furniture.

10 were weaving or winding wool. Articles being made were hammocks,
doll muffs, and scarf.

1 printed a couplet found In fi reader and later copied It on tho type-
writer. 14

3 folded "aeroplanes" from sheets of paper and flew them.
1 drew pictures with crayons.
1 seated at library table looked at books.

After about 20 minutes, teacher gave signal and called attention to fact that
a certain rule the children had made themselves was being broken. After a
little hesitation they located the offenders as the two who continued to swing
on rope after practically the entire group had settled down to work. These two
then got out wood work and v.,ere soon -earnestly employed, and the others

ed what they were engaged in.
With the exception of two children, all worked with great concentration

util 9.80. From 9.35-9.50 a.number of individuals changed their occupation,
but in almost every caee'something quite as valuable was taken up.

2 put,away weaving; of these 1 got a book and read and I worked on a
cart.

8 left paperfolding; of these, 1 printed on blackboard, 1 traced pictures
In a drawing book, 1 prepared wood for some article.

1 girl who hdd been rattle' desultory In her actlorit began reading silently
at 9.85 and read until 9.50.
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At least half the children stuck to what they first elected all through the
hour.

During this period.pupils were seated in small groups as they chose at tables,
or they stood at workbench and typewriter or sat on the window seat. The
teacher moved quietly from group to group, responsive to questions, noting
what children were doing and the quality of their work.

A large structure erected at sonic previous time out of big blocks stood III
one corner. It was large enough for children to enter and bore the signs
." Bud:11111 Inn," " Welcome Home." It gave evidence of having been a fruitful
project for a group of boys, but no one played with it to-day and pupils Lave
decreed that it is to come'down. Another group In this class have spoken for
the blocks to carry out a new project, the building of at "skyscraper."
9.50.sTeacher culled till to front of room. They sat on floor and discussednature and quality of work accomplished, criticism favorable and un-favorable being given by children and ieacher. (hie important questionconsidered was " Has any one wasted time?"
0.55. Put materials away and arranged chairs for singing.

10.10. Singing directed by special tenches F's flowed by birthday greeting songto boy whose birthday is to-day.
10.15. Recess. 'Free play out of doors. About 7 pupils chose to remain In and

they were responsible for arranging room forlunch.
1020. Children got but individual basins and soap and washed hands. Gotsot lunch, took it to ehoseu seat and quickly got ready for thanks.giving song or "blessing."
10.37. Lunch. Quiet coaversation; tables cleared; heads on table or in relaxedposition for rest period.
10.57. Story hour. All In front of room seated in chairs. Teacher read from" The Adventure of a Brownie," which had been begun at some previoustime. Children asked her to continue where they had left off ; theyasked the -title of next chapter and Rothe wislaid to have It read;group decidetk it would be better to leave this for another day.
11.22. Reading, first vision. While this group read the others chose quietoccupations from among (hose mentioned before with the addition ofclay modeling.
11.47. Rending, second division. While this group read the others chose quietoccult:111(ms from among those mentioned before.
12.20. Gymnasium. Rhythm, first 10 minutes, familiar rhythms with emphasison technique. Next, listening to new music, Interpreted ,by Individualchildren. Group selected lhe- best or favorite interpretation and alltried it.
12.40. Returned to classroom and said good-bye.

How much of the time were pupils engaged in self-directed activities? About
75 minutes. Also much initiative and independence of effort at all times.

What did the children do independently? Wood work; textile Work ; read,
Silently and to each other; modeled In clay ; copying, printing, typewriting;
lOoked at picture books; drew pictures; wrote on board; paper folding.

REPORT K.

Rural School. Two Teachers.

Pint Grad*, November IT, 1518.

0.30. Word drill on board. Volunteers for board work; words of action, hop,run, jump; children wrote words and then acted out what each wordsaid ; one child was not interested and looked around room ; very quiet.
9.40. They were idle, no noise but seemed restless, no seat work.
9.50. Oral work in addition. Did as teacher told them; after oral work allwent to the board and- made figures just as teacher said ; not Inter-

ested, but did it because they were told to,
t -
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10.00. Study period. Every one had a reading book and studied and seemed
interested.

10.10. Reading. The class read very well, but teacher had to help out on some
words. Alter they finished reading the lesson they went to the board
and wrote their lesson, such sentences as, Will is a good boy, etc.
Children not in good order at board, but. were not noisy.

10.20. Just trying to keep the-first-grade children quiet by giving some crayons
to draw at their seats while sonic were allowed to go to board and
draw. Very quiet and interested in work.

10.30. Recess. No games on playground: several boys wrestled and raced.
10.30. Writing reading lesson from board on paper: children very interested

and quiet.
11.00. They read out df the book some little review lesson they had had. Read-

ing good. Teacher wrote story on board and sent children to board
to write it as she had done. Children were quiet, but seemed restless
and not interested as they should have been.

REPORT L

Program of Fin* Three Grades at Rend School. October 4, HIS.

MORNING EXERCISES.

Miss M. What song will It be hest to sing this morning?" " Jack Frost."
"Sweet is the Sunshine." They sing these.

Miss M. " I am going to read about. things out of doors and what thonghts
came to the writer when she saw the same things you see about you on a sunny
day." Reads nineteenth Psalm. All repeat the Lord's Prayer.

Miss M. " Shall we sing 'Father, We Thank Thee?' It you feel like being
thankful this morning, will you stand up while we sing?" They stand and sing.

Miss M. "Anybody else want to sing something?"
Harold (first grader). "It tame Upon the Midnight Clear."
Miss M. " That's a Christmas song, yon know : but if that's what you really

want to slag this morning, those of us who know it will sing with you." liar-
old.also wants to sing "A Birdie with a Yellow Bill." He comes out In front
and leads It so slowly that Miss M. pretends to go to sleep, instead of being
waked up. She tells how it made her feel. A fourth-grade girl volunteers to
lead the singing; so Miss M. Is aroused. Then follows the reading aloud- of the
story, "The Belgian Twins."

9.30-10.Social activity.

Miss M. (to first three.grades). " I've been thinking, children, It would be
pretty to make a picture for the space over the blackboard at the front of the
room. Don't you think it would be a good plan to have one that would show
the way it looks out of doors now? I went to a store the other day and got some
brown pager, 15' yards long and wide enough to make a good picture on. ,I
thought if yob made some bright-colored trees like these You can see out ,of the
window, I would have them pasted on and some of the older children could
drew the hills -and sky." Goes to board to show shapes of different kinds of
trees. Children hurry to benches about two tables. As they seat themselves,
Miss M. urges theta to make the trees as large as the paper will allow. She
torus to work with seventh grade for the rest of the half hour. Primary class
draw trees and color them. From time to time they show each other their work.

9.55.

Miss bj. gOgft to look at trees, and exclaims over one which is of the right
shape for a spruce trees but colored blue.

10-40.30.Expression.

Other groups have received all needed directions. Miss M. returns to the
smallest table, about which are seated the members of the first three grades.

Miss M, "Now. we are Ilettening so we can hear about each tree." (This
said because there ta still et bustle and commotion in settling.) Ode child

. sakes the blue tree again.
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Miss M. "I never saw a tree so blue as that, did you? But spruce trees
sometimes look blue and green mixed together. I'll show you how you might
make It look like a real spruce tree."

Buy. " I had some blue rabbits."
Ins brother. "No; they were gray."
hfiss M. "Now, Ora. tell us about your tree."
Ora. " It's way oft' in the woods. It's loaves come out before the rest, and

they stay on longer than the rest."
Others tell of their trees. Very interesting associations are made.
Miss M. " Now I'm going to pat on the board where each child's tree grows,

so I'll know where to put it in the picture."
Each child dictates in turn:

dattic's tree grows in the sugar place.
Ralph's tree grows in the woods.
Robert's tree grows by the side of the road.
Ore's tree grows a long way ofT on the flat
Lloyd's tree grows in the woods.
Olivia's tree grows in the woods.
Roland's tree grows up in the clearing.
Emma's tree Is in the woods. It does not grow beside houses.

Miss M. "Now, when you can read all the sentences stand up." Third-grade
girls stand. One says to Roland, the third-grade boy, "Can't you read that?"
A second-grade boy also stands. They are given opportunity to read. One or
tivo first graders offer to read.

10.30.

Miss M. "Get ready for recess."

10.45-11.15. Rending.

Each third-grade child takes two first graders and helps them read the sen-
tences on the hoard. Second graders study sentences. They are seated on
benches in front of the front board or Wending near. At the end of the period
Miss M. leaves her class and hears diffirent pupils read they sentences and
finally points out separate words.

11.15-11.30. Writing.

Miss M. " It's time for writing. Third grade and second grade at the table.
First -grade atthe board. Third grade is to copy first three sentences from
board." First/rade writes "tree" from copy made by teacher for each. Two
pupils do nothing but scribble. Only two have enough control to copy the word
so it is legible. Teacher divides her time between fourth and fifth grades, who
are also writing at another table, and the primary grades.

11.30-12.

Miss M. " Now it is your free time. What do you want to do?" All the boys
want to go out of doors to play; Emma wants to play with the dolls in the dc.II
house; Rhoda wants to color; the third-grade giriswant to make paper fur-
niture for the doll house. Each does,as he or she chooses.

Arrzartoos.

1.00-1.30. Nature studyobservation.

Miss M. "I am going to talk with you of the first three grades this first
period. I think we can sit in the chairs." They take chairs and make a tilrele.
Little boy saves a chair for Miss M. She thanks hint. "Tell me what you saw
yesterday afternoon when Was 0. took you out." Somebody cries out, "Leaves"
before the question is completely stated.

Hiss M. "What do we tell people who interrupt?"
Offender, to rest of clam. "Excuse me." They had learned names of trees

growing near schoolhouse and how to identify leaves.
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Miss M. "Roland, go to the board sad make a ptcture of a willow leaf."
He goes. Child begins to talk.

Miss M. "We-don't need to talk when we're watching." Girl is sent to get a
willow leaf so they can compare the drawing with it.

Miss M. "Now let's see what we can tell ablut the willow leaf."
Children. "It's green and yellow." These words are spelled and Mettle

writes them.
Miss M. "What else can you see about the willow leaf? What shape is it?"
A child. "Green."
Miss M. "No, think what I say. What shape is It?"
Child. "Pointed."
Mks M. " What else shall we say? There are two words I can think of that

fit the leaf better than any others."
Child. "Slim."
Miss M. "That's one, and what other?"
Child. " Long." Mies Morse holds up the leaf and feels of edge,
Children. "It's like a saw."
Mk:: M. "What about the stem?"
Children. "Short stem."
Miss M., to children Mei nre moving about too much and some trying to

spell the words aloud, " I think Roland will ask you to he still so he can hear
me spell it."

Miss M. "Now we have,all those things about the willta lent."
Child inquires what the hail In the leaf is. Miss M. tries to explain, but

is unable for a time, because the children offer information on the subject.
Emma says there is a worm inside.

Miss M. "How do you know that ?"
Emma. "Because I looked Inside one and saw it." Children are asked to

read words on the board.
1.30-2.00. Nature study expression.

Miss M. "I've been thinking it would be a good plan to make a book of
trees around the schoolhouse. You might go out at the beginning of the next
period and get the different kinds of leavOs that you know, and we will press
them ns you did the flowers. And wouldn't it he nice to write a story about
our willow tree?"

Third-grade girls say " Yes."
Miss M. "When you have found the leaves bring them to this table, and

Evelyn (a seventh-grade girl) will write the story you tell her." After a
very sport time they come back with leaves. Evelyn takes down the sen-
tences dictated. The result is a page of short sentences showing responses
from first graders as well as from older one.

2.00-2.30. Construction.
Miss M. "I wonder If you can cut out the pictures of our trees so they

will look just like trees." Goes to boaid to show how edges sometimes look.
Miss M. "We don't want any of them spoiled, because they have gond

colors on them." Some are uncertain how they shall cut, so they are taken
to the-door where they can see the trees and notice how the edges look. They
return and take scissors to cut. Third grade has to color more trees, for
there are not enough scissors; .

2.80-2.45. Recess.
2.45-8.15. Reading.'

Teacher seats herself with first grade, to listen to the second and third
grades read from their book.

Miss M. "I'm ready to hear a story."
Ora. " I can't find my book."
Mimi M. "Well, you needn't come to class another day without your book.

Spend this period hunting for it." ' .

vp
*Changed from net period so teacher can be with *lass.

Os*
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When the stories have been read, teacher goes to bond and writes " LjttleRed Hen." First graders ore asked to go to board to read. Second and third
grades go hack to silent rending In hooka.

3.15-3.45. Number. Work.
Second and third grade children are given strips of paper on which tomake number stories. When pas-td in they contain many number combina-

tions which the children know. First grade given dolls, blocks. ele., toplay with. Counting Is suggested.
3.45 -4.00.

Miss M. " It has been reqmested that the tousle time be given to reading
from the story of the Belgian Twins.' "

A Day With the Primary Grades In a Rural School. Jana. 111111.

(Student b bathing.)

0.30. Social net v ty.
Miss N., to the first three grades: "This first period the first three grade;

will have a story about something Hint happened to u lithe boy. Would youlike Irene to read to you There Is a chorus of "0 yes," for Irene is a good
render, from the fourth grade. The minutia' pupils take the Itches and
form a hollow square ()own in the front of the room. where reads the
story.

10.1k). Expression.
The teacher goes to the group which has been hearing the story and asks

them how they liked the story. One exclaims she would like to-_state the story.
A table is set up. They seat themselves. Paper is supplied and Miss N. puts
on the board words they do not know bow to spell. Some of them write original
stories: others write about what was

10 30.

10.4:i. Reading.
They get their hooks from the bookcase and, finding some chair or other place

where they cull Is` comfortable, ant down to read.

11.15. Writing.
A copy on the board is used. The pupils sit at the two smaller tables.

11.30. Free time, or to be used for construction.
Using as a basis et Dutch story told a few (toys before, the children are makingDutch scene on the sand table. Ducks are being cut freehand. Boys and

girls are made from patterns.

1.00. Nature study, Observation, or Information.
Miss N., to the three grades: " I am going to be with the first three grades

this period. You know what to do when I tell n story, so get ready." After
Instructions to the other pupils she turned to the primary grades, who are
waiting for her, seated on benches arranged in a hollow square. "Now that
the days are warmer. I thought you might like to hear a story about a boy who
lives where It is warm all the time."

1.30. Nature study- Expression.
" You have had a story. Nov, can't you draw some pictures of the animals

I have told you about? Here is Wale paper on the table and I'll give you some
(Toyotas." At the end of the period Miss Nellie says: " Pick up the things on
the tables and get ready for the next class. May I see what pictures you have

'made?" Pictures are commented ou and collected.
2.00. Experience- -Basis for number.

" Would the first, second, and third guide people like to play store? I have
marked the packages on the lower shelf of the cupboard with blue chalk. I
wish you would buy more than one thing at a time." "0 Mies Nellie, 11114
get the store ready now?", " Raymond, don't you think we had better all move
at once, so as not to disturb each other?",

"
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°N,,7' 2.80: Reces&

2.45. Number work.
Second and third grades do arithmetic from the board :

4 times 5 cent& 3 times 7 cents. 4 times 9 cents. 4 times 12 cents.
3 times 8 cents. 3 times 12 cents. 3 times 11 cents. 3 times 0 cents.

They find p ueiis, paper.-at the table. The beginners of the first grade :ire
given corn to count out In groups of a, 3, 4, 5, 0, 7, and write figures showing
how many are in each grcitip. The teacher works with the beginners, showing
them how to write the numbers.

3.15. Reading.
'teacher collects arithmetic 'papers ;lad tells the primary grades it Is time

for rending. They get the books and seat themselves to work on the story that
each has begun. They may ask older ctaildren or the teacher for help in study-
ing out the words.

3.95. Music.
Miss N. suggests their learning a new Kong about butterflies. About 10

minutes are spent in learging this, and they Mash the lesson by singing "-God
save our glorious men !" which they know.

DISCUSSION.

A MEntnnit. May I ask one question'? In the case where the reading
lesson lasted an hour and the children read voluntarily, were they -
held for the hour ur could they read and go?

Miss MOORE. No. Most of them did stay for the hour. Several
children did go and take up other things, but as I remember the
report, most of them were staying there and listening to the chil-
firm read because they- were not all reading the same thing. They
were not required to stay through the hour, and several of them did
withdraw and take up other thing's.

A MEMBER. May I ask, Was that the first grade?
Miss MOORE. That is the first grade in a city system.
A MEMBER. Do you know what the subject matter was?
Miss Moons, Oh, they had a variety of books. r think the report

did detail the books read, though I can not remember them. They
had a variety of books. I can not answer detailed questions, but
I can say I know of a first-grade room where as early as the fourth
month of the school the children are able to get this work. Why not,
if they are able to read the primers at all, why can't they come out
and read a little from something that is fresh, provided you have
enough books?

We see, then, that as to the time the children have in which to
set up some purposes of their own; to gather together rte things
they need to work frith, to get their piece of work started, or to 'get
equipment on the way, we .see that time ranges all the way from
zero to 41, pd. cent of the time. From my descriptions, very inade-
quate as -they have been, you can see that there has been a great
range as to what sort of things they do.
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What is the work most frequently assigned by teachers? As a
rule the teacher does tell the child what to do while' she is doing
solathing else. 'What sort of things does she tell the children to
do? Reading, writing, drawing? Yes; but a great deal of the time
it is not because the teacher wants the children to do that sort of -

thing only, but it is because of the conditions described by Miss Day
and Miss Calmerton. What else can they do? You can't make
brick without straw. .

I can improve on that story about the Red Cross room. I was told
by an observer and a person who had no reason to misrepresent,
because The., would have wanted to makeos good a showing as pos-
sible, that she had seen a lesson in a primary grade given in knitting
in which they tfied tp teach the children to knit with'one needle and
no wool.

Now, as to the environment in which the childr-en are trying to
do it clity's work. The environment in the public schools ranges all
way from an absolutely barren room with not a single thing except
books, desks, and pencils, up. to a primary grade in a public-school
system with a wealth of material ahpost as good, or perhaps quite
as good as the kindergarten, and wits ideal furniture, small movable
tables and chairS and cabinets for the children to store work in.
One of these,.Report D, does not/seent to show so very much time
for children to be by themselves. That school has almost ideal
equipment, and it is because the teacher is skillful in merging periods.
The children really have a good deal more continuity of work than
that le) per cent would indicate.

Speaking of the kind of first grade that Miss Calmerton has in
mind I must. tell you a story of a little child that I heard last year.
The child was in the kindergarten. and they were trying to interest
the children of the kindergarten in the first grade, an4 what was
coming on beyond. So they visited back and forth. \The little
kindergartners would go over to the first glade and entertain the
first-grade children in some way. Then the first grade would re-
ciprocate. The kindergartner had taken the little children of the.
kindergarten class out into the yarltnd she said, "The pumpkins
you know belong to the first grade because they planted them and
of course are going to have their pumpkins. We must go, wirer
and see those first-grade children some time." She made that re-' mark several times. "We must go over and see the first-grade chil.;
(ken." Every time she said it Bobby said, "I don't want to Ito
over. I would rather not go. I would, rather. not go." At last
Priscilla says, " Why, Bobby, why don't you want to go?" He said,'
" Because." Then the teacher said,. " What do you think the first
grade is?" He said, "Why, that is where they Wry 'people.
[blighter]. He was much more familiar with the term- "grive
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than he was with "grade." He didn't know what the first. grade
meant at all. He thought it meant "grave." For some first grades
the child was speaking more truly than he knew !
,Miss .GALMERTON. I move that we give Miss Moore a rising vote

of thanks for the very complete and splendid report. that she has
made for us.

(Ri.eing rote of thanks extended.)

The CHAIRMAN. We will now turn to the discussion of the two
reports which have been made and I am going to ask Miss Gilde-
meister to open the discussion.

Miss GRACE DAY. Miss Calmerton makes the suggestion that super-
intendents and .supervisors in this voom who are willing to start
a -freer first grade in their system, just: one, might let us know their
willingness to do that this year as soo as they get back to their
school. 'Aliss Calmerton thinks that th se who are willing to do
this min ise. (Several arise.) And then I may add, send us the
report, at *e can see if we are beginning to be practical.

. A SUPERINTENDENT. I think the purpose of this vote for which
we just stptid was to see how many of us are willing to enter into
the game. May I ask this question of the primary teachers who are
here? What are we going to do when we make suggestions of this
kind to primary teachers and they do not react to it?

The CuArnmAN. Somebody said it was a very fine thing to have
movable furniture, but that it did not work if you had an immov-
able teacher. Perhaps Miss Gildemeistor may be able to give us some
suggestions on that as she opens the discussion.

A MEMBER. An answer to the gentleman's question has been sug-
gested; "Make the suggestion again."

MiSs GrtamitmsTER. Let me take up that question for just a
second. I. think as many teachers are eager to do it as there arc
people who want them to do it, but oftentimes do not know how.
As I listened to Miss Moore's paper I made little notes here and
there, and one that I put down was this thought, that so .many people
face a problem like that feeling helpless. I have this to suggest:
Begin. Begin anywhere. Go just as far as you can and then drop
back to the old way, because you can't go any further. You can't
let things go to pieces, but watch what,you did and note the results.
The next time, next day or week or month, go a little bit further,
and it won't be any time until you find you are doing many things
which you did not know that you could do, and, didn't lopw that
you were doing. We know there are just hundreds of teachers who
would. begin if they only knew that they might make a start and
do just as much as they could and not be-fretted over any criticism
at all. Nillik
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I made very hurried notes because the whole thing was so clearly
put that we don't need to have very much in the way of discussion
in addition. You have gotten the spirit of this thing, that we do
want the onward movement now for thought -work, for freedom, for
continuity,

the

social motive, for those things which. are going to
make for the things we stand for in our democracy, a power to be
independent, a. power and a right to do the thing in ow own way,
to propose our own problems and oftentimes to finish them.

I do think there are one or two little places in which there are ad-
verse things which may be a help to some of you who might desire
other ways. Little children do not have as long problems as we
older peqple. I do not know of anything in the world that 1 covet
more than time to get through something I start. I fun always
having to stop what I am doing to do something else, and it. lia,s to
he finished up some other time. But the children's problems are
smaller. They forget them. too, in between. So I think it is not
quite so vital a thing as we sometimes think, but it is there and we
must work for it. Certainly that problem of anticipation, the prob-
lem of coining to school the next day to finish up something is one
of the very finest things that any of its can engender. We have
grown to feel that it is one of the most vital factors in study, an-
ticipation, thinking of a solution of that problem. So to have the
child feel he must get back to school the next day to clear up some-
thing isf certainly a thing that anybody would want to start. I
would like to tell you something that is a little further along than
the first grade) it is proper to do that.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Miss GILDEMEISTER. I would like to tell you something in our awn

school that happened in the third grade. There were five or six
children, as is always true, who were somewhat leaders and the
children were going to entertain, as we do every Friday afternoon,
the children of other grades. in the assembly. It was third grade's
turn to entertain all the other children, and they decided that they
would like to act out a play at that timeit was about two years
ago when there was the problem of saving food and they thought
it would be a very fine thing to give a Hoover program. They
thought it would be fine to play Jack Sprat. They had Jack Sprat
and his wife and a very large family of children, who sat around a:
table. As Jack Sprat offered his wife a certain portion of the meat
she said, " No. You knoW the part I like." He said,' Well, as long
as I like the other part this. comes out all right." Then the children.
began to talk and tell what they had learned, this or that; so that it
was really quite a family party. \Now, it would have been quite natural that these four.,or firs
children should be the leadnis,.4ut the teacher felt that they ought to

..,
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be kept out. I do not know quite how she directed it, but she sug-
gested that they let some other children take the leading parts.
Were they kept out? Not by tufty means. They consented readily
to criticize. The next to the last day they said to their teacher,.
"kiss Orr, do you know that in-the first grade we learned a song, a
kind of little anthem or,round about Jack Sprat. Don't you think
if we sang it that the audience would like it? " " Yes," said Miss
Orr; "I think they would." So they sang Jack Sprat. After all,
you see, they found themselves something to dO.

Well, that is the finest kind of thing. Not only was it impossible
to keep them down, but they found for themselves a valuable and
contributory part, whereas had they been allowed to take the lewd,
as they might have been allowed because of their general ability,
they wouldn't have been put to it to get anothei. solution. These'
good things do not have to stop at the first grade, as you know, but
can go right on into the third.

When Miss Moore spoke about this wide range of dramatization,
I thought how true it is thatthe children dramatize the form, the
externals, rather than the inner meaning, and I think that is such
a wonderful chance for the teacher who is eager to make things go
right. If she watches this little dramatization and sees how the
child imitates Ast the outward form, she has thit wonderful chance
of putting inner meaning into it, so directing those things which
can come afterwards that she may bring cut the inner meaning until
finally that which is chosen ceases to be merely the form but wholly
the meaning.

The CoArRMAN. j am going to ask Miss Cooke, of the Francis
Parker School, to- give us a word or two in further discussion of this
subject. Miss Cooke is doing these' things in her own school as
we all know.

Miss Coosa. I am not going to take your time to discuss this
question, because the people who-are worthy to do it are the ones who
are actually doing the work. I have not been privileged to teach

tildren for 20 years, and the teachers in the school where I
here this morning. They are doing the work and they are

th nes to tell you what our school has to contribute, if nnything.
There is one question, however, that has been asked of me*, and I.
would like to have Miss Moore answer it. It falls- under the head
of the first question outlined here. Can we prove- that nothing of..
value has been lost? Much has been gained throUgh.this freer
method of instruction., It has been asked. of me several times, and .
you know I think that in our freer kinds of schools children who

. have been in the school for three years have learned to have a certain
faCility. They have power to write their own records of experience
and they have time enough; measuringin connection with, their work, .
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to have a concrete idea of what addition and multiplication and the
fundamental operations in mathematics mean, the real significance
of them. I want. to ask Miss Moore if these children who have per-
haps been in the most radical experiment and have gotten where
they have chosen work for themselves, those children who am now
in third grade who have had this very free typo of work for two
years, do those children have this power and skill in getting thought
and in expression that we expect from ordinary free school activities?
Where the work iR based onlfree activities, do they have this facility,
Miss Moore?

Mks MooRE. I can answer the qudistion partially by certain in-
stances. We have had such a big undertakin, more than a day's
work to enumerate what I have here. that I have not been able to
gather data from all of these cases as to what advancement the
children have mad.. bnis I can say with regard to one of the public
schools represented there. both the first-grade teacher and the princi-
pal tes..tify that the children had more than covered the usual year's
cork. I know that with regard to the private school. that is repre-
sented there, the children were measured by all of the standards and
wales that we could assemble, that can be used in.the first grade at

mall, and everybody concerned was more than satisfied at the end of
the first year with the progress the children had made. There are
two people in the audience who could speak of other instances. I
wish Miss Barwis and Miss Goodrich, if they are present, would tell
us of the results from very free work in the system of schools with
which they are connected. Miss Barwis, you can speak. You am
the supervisor of a city system.

Miss BARW1S. I can tell you tits, that we have been testing the
kindergarten, first and second-grade pupils, who have been under the
free methods of instruction against those regular third-grade work,
and the pupils from the school where they had free work have come
out ahead in their tests.

MISS MOORE.. Is Miss Goodrich present? Then, after Miss Good-
rich, I would like Miss Ernst to tell us what she knows.

Miss GOODRICH. I haven't anything very special to say as far as
actual measurement is concerned. In reference to the rural school
that Miss Moore spoke of, it is hardly a fair sample in one way. It
is a rural school in one of the poorest districts I think you will find
anywhere. The children have been starved in every way before coming
to school, and they also come from homes where there is a very poor
social environment. The children are very much undernourished, and
not of very good stock, but there has been wonderful growth along
many lines, and I feel that these children are very much further ad-
vanced than they would have been with the systri they were -work
lug under previously.
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Miss Eux.sT. I speak of condlti6ns'that amore or less crowded
and are quite generally hampered by equipment,. etc. They are not
hampered by any fixation of-the teacher. As far as the limitations
of surroundings permit, the freedom-of choice of activity is granted
the children. I am merely a grade-school principal and completely
familiar with the conditions tinder one roof and by proxy and obser-
vation reasonably ,=o with conditions under the other roofs which,
however, I can not alter by any supervisory dictation of my own. I
NM reasonably familiar with the results of several years of attempts
at freeing the 101% er-gadc children, and I think I can safely say that
the third and the fourth grade net an independence in the handling
of the materials that the third and fourth grade are supposed to
handle, material out of which reports, for instance;, in research in
geography come, materials that the libraries supply. I have in mind
groups of third and fourth-grade children who are aS familiar with
the feel of a book from the table of contents to index as you are and
have no more la,itation than you would have in tackling a book that
is 2 inches thick; if some one has suggested to them that somewhere
in the middle is the tiling that they want. It is very meager evidence.
but I consider. it vey adequate evidence, for if a little bit of Treedon
of choice, freedom of self-direction in the first and second grades,
Call give that to a third or fourth child which -a-great many adults
do not pessess. I think the thing has validity.

Miss Moour. I want to make just one other point in answer to Miss
Cook's question, and that is that in a number of these schools repre-
sented here, representing the best practice in this respmt;:i know
that it has enabled the classroom teacher and the principal, or who-
ever is responsible for promotion, to single out children of great or
unusual ability And have those children go on. I know of instance
after instance where numbers of individual children have simply
leaped over the rest of a. year's work because they were' given a
chance to show what they could do under freer organization.

Aire. BRADFORD. It may be helpful for you to know that we have
been practicing in Kenosha a suggestion that we received at Detroit
three years ago' much along this line. It is-the use in every room
of *reoccupation table. The superintendent of schools had not the
time to manage the details but had no diffictlty in finding a member
of the supervisory force who paid and would do it. I put it upon
the woman who his charge of the constructive activities in the.
elementary schools. 'These occupation tables were immediately in-
stituted in every room and equipped with material with which the
children could occupy themselves. arTiiikingenious woman struck
upon the plan of having a sort of Symposium among those teach-
era, by i setting np the object beforethem of inventing something
to to that table and bringing them altogether for
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an exhibit and discussion before the best was -elected. In that
way. you see, we keep these occupation tables supplied with new
material constantly. Now, the way to operate is this: When a
child has finished the work that is assigned to be done and i:, ready
for his next exercise he can quietly leae his seat without, asking
anybody about it, pass to the rear of the room. get \riot he wants,and go to work. There is a great variety of material; and there isinitiative. 'they mind their own bat-iness. They ale forming habits
of occupation. They are not forming habits or iahules. They arehelping.. i- the spirit of helpfulness, because they are al-
lowed to help one another if they do it quietly and unobtrusively.

I saw this rct.ently as a ronerete instance. They were making
Itottses, using boxes that had been gotto in the flat form and- puttogether. They Were placing pictures on the walls. and furniture
in the rooos. I noticed one boy with hi- house before him and Ourthe side tWo others. De seemed to be helping. I questioned this
little buy it little, and he replied. "As you see. I have finished in houseand these boys are behind; so I am helping them.- W'hile I stood
there he directed these little fellows. and showed them how they
could fold a table that was to go in the center of the room. l le Was ,
helping them also to choose a pretty picture to 1$' pasted on the
wall. So thew is that. carrying from one thing to another,
one day to another, of a project that may last for perhaps two or
three weeks. all this coining out. of this occupation table for which
1 ant indebted to this association for having pot in my mind three
years 'ago.

Mks Ei)Ns1. I was present, last night at one of the meetings in
which a very pathetic appeal was made to all of us to remember the
good old-fashioned recitation and see that it wAs not completely
buried, at lea-4 in Wisconsin. In ,..ynpallty with an appeal of that
sort, and just. by way. of ,caution. I taider if we could not ask Miss
Moore to take particular pains in the work that I trust she will do
in the coming year to find out front everybody who is willing to
say whether the enthusiasm for this thing is going to bring us into
a state in which we may erehancelose something that the old-line
procedure actually did give us. You were raised on it. And sowas 1. "Is it an oxi It is an ox. So it is." It is barely possible
that. there is still sonic tonic in that old ox that is worths holding
on to, but f should like. Miss Moore to emphasize her question. Dare
we hope that we are losing nothing that the obi procedure had to
offer when we substitute,the newt I. believe that that question will
be more fairly answered for everybody here who thinks that we are
losing-or that we are in danger of losing something that is thor-
oughly worth while if they will point out definitely to Miss Moore
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just exactly what he or she thinks and let it be analyzed, scrutinized
carefully.

.

Miss ANDERSON. I think that question is a very important one.
It will also solve the problem of the speaker. who just had the floor.
May I suggest that the colincil,. as soon as possible, appoint com-
mittees to look into the matter a little more carefully and secure.

. data for us 'and submit them as they have done on this work they
have had this year.

The Cumin' Ax. I am sure we are goilig to continue the com-
mittee.

Mrs. THONIPSON. A number of years ago I had the privilege of
teaching a number of children in the third grade in Dr. Dewey'..;
experimental schooll They came to us in the school of education.
The question of freedom is one perhaps that we do not all agree
upon. 1 had in the third grade some who had never been forced to
open a. book. I can say that among those children there were some
who read things they could not understand, in fact they could all
read things they could not understand, but I also had children who
did not read any more than a child who came out of the kinder-
garten. Now: you can see that 'there was a problem for the
third-grade teacher in that case. There were some who.had bur
into reading and conversation out of the joy or the (ksire of .their.s,
ownhearts. The question would be, will they go on in the fourth
or fifth grade and t. nit this particular phase of the work or is it
perhaps nwv a wise i for the teacher to say. " You have not
chosen to read and write, up to this time, but now you mu..,t," or at
least you present that sitbject in such a way that the child would
like tor% So I believe that there is that problem in the amount of
freedoe to be given, the amount of encouragement, perhaps, to the
more formjil sides, and also the question of when the teacher must
step in and say. "The time has come and: from now on a certain
amount of your time must be spent in this particular direction. " -
. Miss Fox, of the Bureanof Education. I want to explain the ques-
tion I. waked regarding the subject matter which the childret were
reading in the first grade. We are working on a national pri ,,iary
Curriculum: and I saw an opportunity here for gathering some-ua-
terial for That currienlum, for subject matter of the readitig in the
first grade. Miss, Moore does so much for its I am tempted to: ask
her now to give us in (Jetail some of the things which these children
did of their own free will. what they modeled, what they drew, what
they were interested in. so that. it might be of help to us in formulat,
ing the subject matter for our curriculum That was in my. mind
WhensI: asked her the qm,Istion regarding what the children read in

. the first .grade.
.
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The CHAIRMAT. I am sure Miss Moore will be glad to include that

in the rest of her report when she has time to devote attention to thatdetail. I am particularly anxious to have some of the superintend-
ents who are with test perhaps for the first time, give us their pointof view. In the organization of the council in the beginning we
threw open the -doors wide. We said this is an organization for
teachers, for supervisors, for administrative officers, for patrons, for
all who are touched by the primary problem at any point. We feltthat in the multitude of counsel there might be wisdom. We wouldlike to hear from some of these. There are a few minutes left, inwhich I would like to hear from some of the visitors this morningwho see this question from the supervisor's. the superintendent's,standpoint.

Miss KRACKOWITZER. I Would Ike to connect the question askedover here with the question the superintendent raised on the otherside. To me, this is a very practical question. The question was,What are you going to do, if you were making a suggestion to a
primary teacher and she wouldn't take it? The answer was, suggestagain. It seems tome there is something else that can be done, and
I think it :s a very serious proposition.. My experience has been that
most of the primary teachers -are hungry for something better, but
a great many of them do not. know how to go to work, and a great
many of then- feel, as has been suggested, that they may be getting
lost somewlu,..e. Now, it seems to me that 4one of the best sugges-
tions that"was made here was made by Miss Gildemeister when she
said, make the teachers feel that they do not need to upset their
whole program anddo this thaw all the time, but do a little as they
see the opportunity. Ag it were, builda new bridge by putting in
one plank at a time, while the traffic is still going on. It seems tome that that is one of the best ways of helping the teachers to gointo thiS work, if they feel that it does not revolutionize everything
they have done before. Then, another thing on the point of their
not knolringh ow, the very best thing that I knOwlai, is to go right`
into that teacher's classroom some day and say, in the most tactful
Manner possible, " Would you mind if I tried out such and such athing with your children? " and invariably the teacher will say, "Goahead." Demonstrate some little unit yourself, whether it takes aday or whether it takes longer. There is a certain infection about
this kind of work that is as strong as some of the diseases that take
hold of us, and alinost invariably, by the time you get through, theteacher, as well as the children, are benefited. I think that is: one
of the beet ways of getting hold of the problem.

The Cneutat4n. A word of proof that that suggestion worked ina town with which I am familiar. When these Plans were first
tuggested, the teachers said,,,," Oh, Sear, do 'we have to do experi

.
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ments and upset everything? How will we ever get the c,otirse of
study attended tor Soon after the work was well started, con-
servative ones came around and said, " Do you know, after you
begin, it just does itself." I think you will find that the case many
times. Let us not be afraid to/try.

)/Ties WYGA.ND. This matter of the primary teacher's attitu de is
a very serious one. I woullike to bring before you an instance
covering the seven years that have had groups of public school
teachers of Chicago in classes trying to work out specifically how to
free_ the program. I have never laid a...class from whom there did
nc t come a majority expressing 'the belief, " I would love to do it if
only my principal or my superintendent were willing." Wherever
I could get hold of a person who was willing to say specifically "1
have tried to do this thing, I have not been able to, I have iiine back
to the old method," I have looked them up and in all I have looked
up 68 ewes. In those 68 cases I have found that, with not one excep-
tion, the principals and assistant superintendents have expressed
willingness and enthusiasm toward the teacher's undertakings. I
think the difficulty lies in getting the reverse of the feeling that it
is not going to revolutionize the school. It is. It ought to. I am
Bolshevist when it comes to education of the old type. We ought to
blow it to smithereens, I believe. The reason a primary teacher says
she can't do it is because when she conies literally to do these things,
the things she has held so dear she sees go, and she does not dare
to push them out. She is trying to get reading, writing, and kith-
metic, but she is finding out that the thing wanted is freedom. I
do not believe, we are going to get it by a little bit of patting down
here and4littlitbit of scratching there. We are going to get it by
wanting:it-and wanting it so such that we are' willing to face this
question, Are we losing something or are we getting something a
good deal better than the thing we are losing? I am very radical
after a great many years of seeing this thing partly done.

The CHAIRMAN. For several years, ever since 'the council was
born, we have been waiting for Dr. McNaught. The storms stayed
her on the road one year, something else kept her another year. but
I am now going to call on Dr. McNaught, the Commissioner of Ele-
mentary 'Education of the Slate of California.

1)r. McNeuoirr. Before I became Commissioner of Elementary .

Schools- of California, I was for a great many years principal of
the training department of one of the normal schools of the State
of California. I can state definitely my own opinion concerning
this question asked by Miss Ernst about whether there is anything
valuable in the old form that we are to retain, or whether this newer
sort of education that we are trying to put into primary grades is
of so intia worth that we can afford to overthrow the old. I am

,
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somewhat surprised, being from the Far West, to find any sugges-tion that the primary teacher does not wish to take up the new ideas.
I have not gone through our whole State,lbut I have a very strong
general impression that the great trouble in California is that wecan not get all of these conditions- just as we would like to have
them, concerning the movable seats and all the other things that
make for the actility of childhood; and the primary teachers arethe ones who are making the great call for it all over the State.
They are jealous, in a way, of, the fine equipment that the kinder-gartens have, and they are saying, " Why can't we have this? Why
can't we have that?" They are our strongest advocates of the newerconditions.

For example. I went into one'Fity in the State of California not
very long ago to visit, as is my duty, and I found there a young
superintendent eager and happy over what he had done. He said,
" Now. Mrs. McNaught, you are the commissioner of elementary
schools. I know you are interested -in the young children. I wantto show you our splendid new kindergartens. I have been here four
years. There was not a kindergarten in the city when I. came in,
and now we have seven or eight." He took me from one to de other,
and they were really ideal. The first one he took. me into I thought
he had made a mistake and was taking me to some child's home. It
was a veritable home, a beautiful bungalow with a large grass plat
and trees all about, and not until I got into the main room of the
kindergal-ten did I know I was in what might be called a school.
Then he took me to the other extreme of education. He was proud
of the $200,000,bigh school in the city. In 'closing my visit he said,
"What do you think of it all?" " Well." I said, "you know that I
am the commissioner of elementary schools and I confesef am bit-
terly disappointed.", cE Why," he said, " Mrs. McNaught, what is the
matter? " When you took me into the high school you. said, 'Mrs.
MeNaught, see what n wonderful building this is. There are .5.3
damp.basements where the toilet facilities are put. There is no bad
ventilation. There are no high stairs for the boys and girls to climb.
Just think of a $200,000 high school for these boys.' Then a little
later on you took me to your intermediate school. I didn't say a
word then, but I am saying it now. Where have you housed the
intermediate Children? You remodeled the old high-school building
for them, and they climbed three flights of stairs. The dark base-
ment is still there, and those children are housed in ill-ventilated and
uncomfortable buildings. Then you took me into your kindergartens
which. are wonderful. Then you took me to your primaij, schools;
and I saw just the same old conditions that were there when you
came." He said, "I grant you that, Mrs. MeNaught. I haven't got

. -
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to that yet, but the primary teachers are making such a rumpus about
it. that I think we will get there very soon."

Now, then, I want to answer the other question raised by Miss
Ernst. I know there are spots in California and in other States as
well where for years and years we have had these activity schools
as they might be called. When I was a young girl the first impres-
sion brought to me from the Francis Parker School, where I got
my first ideals, was of this kind. We.had a very large training de-
partment in the San Jose Normal School of which I was principal,
and these activities were going on there. We had a kindergatten
with about 90 chilren in it, and two or three hundred in the primary
department. When these children finished our elementary grades
they went into the city high school, which was a sort of county high
school. Nearly 2,000 children entered it -from all over the county.

This tra%ing department had been going on for years. I. wish
I had time to describe our primary room. We had in the building a
really large and beautiful stage, not very high, but large enough for
the dramatization work. We had victrolas, pianos, oppoitilnity
tables, libraries, and books, and the children had free access to them.
We had ample playing grounds, and we had Tovable desks, chairs,
and tables away up through two or three grades. The criticism there
was, " Yes, these are petted darlings, but when they go into the high
school,- there will be the test." I used to have to make excuses all
the time to the parents. They often said, " Well, we will send the
children through the primary grades, because it is so beautiful, but
when it comes to the solid work we think we shall have to take them
out." Through persuasion I managed to keep most of them there,
and they went through the whole eight grades. By the way, those
activities'should go as far as possible, I take it we all agree, Madam
President ?

The CHAIRMAN. Oh yes.
Mrs. McNAnowr. Right through the eight grades, irfitliative, self-

direction, social work, coope'rative work in every way should con-
tinue. So we had that sort of an elementary school. Now, then,
I amie to my test. I was challenging the criticism that these chil-
dren. when they entered the high school would not make good. I
said to the principal of the high school: You must make a statistical
account of all the children that enter the high school during the

..first semester, to know how the training-school children stand in
the various subjects which they take. Of course, they took all kinds
of subjects, manual training and history and art and literature; all-
the subjects that are taken in the freshman year of the high school;
without exception, every one of the training-school children for
two'years stood among the first. Now, I think that is a remarkable
record., showing that this activity work, if carried on rightly through
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all the grades, does make the children better students. There is nodoubt about it in my' mind at all. Tam like the little 12-year-oldboy pupil in this same school, who was standing on a platformabout as high as I am, addressing his fellow students in a debate onthe question, " Resolved, That girls are of more benefit to boys in ele-mentary school life than boys are to girls." Ile had the affirmative.lIe said, " Why, it is a foregone conclusion that girls are of more bene-fit, to us than we are to them. In the first place, take. it in the matterof manners. Now, you know how it is. If boys were just together,niy goodness, we would not have any manners at all. We would berough. We would never take off our hats to anybody, because wewould not take them off to each other. Just think what thatwould mean. We could not learn a thing. Our muscles- wouldnot be Umber. because when girls are around we have tocarry their packages, we have to pick up things when theydrop them, open the windows and open the doors for them.They are a lot of use to us in making gentlemen of us bye and bye,and we need to know how to be gentle boys. We could not do itunless girls were around us. Then in our student life, in the matterof study, for instance, we would not care much if boys, one of thefellows, get, ahead of us, but by Jove, you know how it feels whena girl beats you. So girls stimulate us." " Why, friends," he said,I know I am right. I have been reading up on this subject. Ihave been reading up on it, and Gov, Johnson agrees with me."
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry p bring this discussion to a close,but I am sure this is a good cap sheaf.

O




